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Life of Human Existence in the Devine Order

BD 2834 received 01.08.1943

Language of nature - Creation and Creator ....

Let nature speak to you .... it illustrates indescribable works of wonder and
constantly reveals My love and omnipotence to you .... Listen and behold ....
Look at each creature and become aware of My creative will and My strength
.... and of Myself in all My works of creation. See, how uniquely delightful
and varied these creations are and how meaningful each one fulfils its intended
purpose and how the purpose of every work of creation is the preservation of all
creation .... Let Me speak to you Myself through nature and listen to My voice,
then you will recognise My omnipotence, love and wisdom and bow before it,
then you will know that you are the greatest work of creation on earth made by
My hand and understand how infinitely much I care that you remain within Me
.... Since each work of creation only came into being because of you, it is a mere
preliminary stage from which you evolved into what you are now, into free,
independent creations which can become infinitely more than they are now.

Observe nature and see its development, its progression, which can be recog-
nised in all creations of nature. The tiniest being is My work, the tiniest blade of
grass is My thought which took on shape. And every creature obeys My will, it
does what I have assigned it to do and serves the human being again by ensuring
his existence. Nothing is without purpose and aim, nothing happens without
My will, everything is based on My wisdom and love. Should My wisdom not
be evident to you because you don’t know of the relationship between all works
of creation then recognise My love, which consistently expresses itself in the
wonders of nature.

See how everything around you grows and flourishes, how it matures and bears
fruit, see, how the same process repeats itself over and over again .... for you ....
to protect you human beings and to preserve everything that is alive on earth
.... I shaped innumerable creations of most diverse proportions, of most diverse
forms and purposes, and if you open your eyes and ears nothing escapes you
and My infinite love and wisdom has to become evident to you .... Because I
give so that you can receive, I create so that you can benefit from it, I maintain
and care for the creation so that your heart can rejoice in it and you recognise
Me .... Me, Who I Am since eternity and Whose existence you doubt .... Whose
will and being you want to exclude and Whose creations you regard as having
evolved by themselves.

You blindly pass by all wonders of creation and don’t understand the language
of nature, you see the creation but not the Creator within; indeed, you see the
effect but not the cause, the will, which is the foundation of every creation. You
believe yourselves to be full of wisdom and able to discover the origin of all
things yet your knowledge is patchwork as long as you don’t acknowledge Me
as the primary origin of creation. I move close to you in every work of nature,
it is the expression of Myself, it is a thought that took shape in accordance to
My will; every natural creation is proof of My existence because nothing would
exist without Me, because My will alone called into being what you see and
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what surrounds you. And nothing can be or become without My will, nothing
can exist if My will and My wisdom do not approve. But My will, My love,
My wisdom and My power must also teach you to believe in an Entity, they
must make you realise that they belong to a Being which also wants to speak to
you through the wonders of nature, which wants to be closely united with you
because you, also being His work of creation, are the sole reason for the origin
of all creation ....

I want you to become aware but then you have to listen to the language of
creation, to the voice which expresses itself in nature, you have to communicate
with Me, the intrinsic Creator of all things, and I will answer your questions and
give to you according to your will to seek the truth, providing you acknowledge
Me as the provider of truth. I Am near to you at all times, as soon as you
desire to hear Me, as soon as you send just one thought upwards to Me. And
therefore you shall find Me wherever you are, but more likely if you look for Me
in solitude, where everything around you reminds you of the Creator, Whose
will created heaven and earth, because His love decided to give the essence,
which formerly had separated from Him, the opportunity to come closer to Him
once again. And the knowledge of this shall be given to you human beings, the
knowledge of this you shall desire yourselves, and therefore you should listen
to the language of nature because through it I speak to those of you who want
to hear Me ....

Amen

What happened before human existence?

BD 4551 received 28.01.1949

Question ‘Why’ (Anthroposophist Cologne) ....
Fall of the angels .... Sin ....

It remains perpetually unfathomable for human beings what moves God to rule
and work as He does, because human intellect cannot comprehend what motives
form the basis for God’s expression of strength; neither can it comprehend the
interactions because it can only see and feel the result of what primordially had
happened in the spiritual realm, in a world, of which all visible creations are
mere weak reflections that cannot even comparatively be referred to and which
were only created as a result of what had taken place a long time ago in the
realm of God’s created spirits. These were the purest expression of His strength,
consequently they too were powerful and strong, they were of the highest
perfection. God’s creative will had transferred itself to His created beings too,
with the result that all His thoughts urged to express themselves in them as
well and therefore a creative will of unimaginable extent inspired these beings
which now became active without restriction. In other words, new creations
were produced which surpassed themselves; however, these new creations were
always inspired beings and of greatest perfection too, therefore also cognitive
and in possession of free will.
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The first entity which came forth out of God outshone everything with its light
and strength because it had developed from God Himself and found its bliss in
the constant use of its unlimited strength. Its creations increased and its bliss
grew immeasurably, God had imposed on it no limitations. However, He put it
to the test because He wanted the entity to become aware of itself as the carrier
of God’s outgoing strength .... This test required that the entity .... Lucifer ....
should depict God to his creations as their origin, in order that he too would
continue to always consciously accept the strength, which enabled him to be
creatively active, from God. Thus he was meant to acknowledge God as his
Creator and source of strength and his bliss would be unlimited for all eternity.
He was not put to the test merely for the sake of this acknowledgment but he
was expected to make a decision of his own free will that was intended to elevate
him from the perfectly created being to a perfect being of his own volition, so
that he too could use his power and strength as a truly divine being within the
will of God ....

And he failed .... He did not want to be the recipient but the source of strength
himself, and the amount of strength at his disposal seemed proof enough
to him .... Therefore he volitionally separated himself from God, although a
separation from Him was not possible since he couldn’t exist without God.
And since his will, with the use of God’s strength, had created innumerable
beings, he considered himself as their creator and of enormous strength and
power; consequently he volitionally separated from God in arrogance and lust
for power, thereby becoming sinful and pulling all of his creations into sin too.
Although they themselves were still innocent they were completely under the
influence of him who had given them life.

And these were now given the right of self-determination by God, they were
permitted to see the light and in their perfection also recognised their origin,
they could therefore also stay with God and participate in His glory. However,
only few followed Him, that is, only few chose to stay with God of their own free
will and, as His angels, were constantly with Him and worked for Him in the
spiritual realm. The greater part, however, fell .... they followed their creator,
freely chose to accept his will as their own and by doing so fell into a state of
spiritual darkness .... His awareness was taken from him because the effect of
the strength reduces as soon as the entity distances itself from God ....

But everything was and is strength out of God which eternally cannot be lost
and therefore must return to Him in a way that God’s wisdom has judged to be
effective. And this way is the progression through the earthly physical creation,
which God had brought into being for the purpose of leading the fallen spirit
back to Him. The spirit moves through this creation with a bound will, that is, in
a state of compulsion on the slow path of upward development until it reaches
the stage when its free will is returned to it and it is once again confronted with
the decision to choose the power it wants to adhere to.

The being is burdened with the sin of its past opposition to God but can release
itself by using God’s strength which it once had rejected; however, it has to
acquire this through works of love and by consciously requesting it from God
in prayer. It has to use its free will during its earthly life in the right manner ....
it has to turn towards God again and acknowledge Him as eternal Father and
Creator .... Then it returns once more to the state of light, it becomes a recipient
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of strength and can work again in accordance to its will which now is also God’s
will .... and it shall be able to create and shape for its own happiness and thus be
eternally blessed ....

Amen

BD 5703 received 21.06.1953

Purpose for creation ....
Process of evolution ....

The world, with all its creations that are visible to you, only serves one purpose:
the return of the spirit, which had once fallen away from God and which is bound
in countless individual substances or tiny sparks of spiritual essence within these
creations, in order to gradually evolve again by means of constant change of
location, by means of constant transformation of its outer appearance, until it
reaches a certain degree of maturity. This then enables this spirit to incarnate
as the soul within the human being, from which the final return to God should
now take place of its own volition .... The spirit has indeed walked an infinitely
long way before its incarnation as human being, it is a journey which began with
the immense torture of confinement and stayed in confinement for an endless
long time until the bond began to loosen and eventually eased more and more
but always being a state of bondage for the spiritual substance from which,
however, the human being can release himself it he so wants ....
Hence your human soul has passed through all these creations which are visible
to you and you have now arrived at the last stage of your evolution on earth.
You only have to accomplish your last task on this earth and then you can,
free of all earthly restrictions, once again live in the realm which you once had
left of your own free will because of your rebellion against God .... And your
last task on earth is .... to totally submit yourselves of your own free will to
the eternal God because a long time ago you revolted against God .... to serve
with love because in the past you wanted to rule with cruelty .... to become
perfect again through love because you deprive yourselves of all divine qualities
when you sin against God .... You shall become full of light and strong again,
as you were in the beginning .... Because you came forth from God as perfect
beings but who have no awareness of themselves because they are without love,
because they had distanced themselves from God and therefore could no longer
be enlightened by His love, since every resistance to God also renders His love
ineffective although God’s love for His living creations won’t end eternally ....
The process of development from below to above takes place with everything
and through everything you see. Thus the meaning and purpose of creation as
well as the meaning and purpose of your life on earth has been briefly explained
to you. You may and must know of this so that you can consciously strive
towards the last goal on earth, just as you must know of Him Who is God and
Creator to all of you. It is He Who wants to be recognised and loved by you as
Father to give you the measure of love that enables you to return to your original
state once more, so that you end your life on earth as His children and return
home to Him to create and work with Him and in accordance with His will, as
is your destiny since time immemorial ....
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In order to give you human beings this knowledge, this awareness, He speaks to
you Himself, He lets you hear His Word and teaches you by means of His Word,
He informs you of His will, the compliance to which must inevitably result in
that degree of maturity again which you had given away of your own free will.
All He asks of you is to transform yourselves to love .... If you comply with
His will then your upward development is also ensured, then you accomplish
your task on earth, then the way from the deepest depth towards the height has
successfully been travelled with the result that you are united again with God,
from Whom you once separated and with Whom you now stay united forever
....

Amen

BD 8652 received 22.10.1963

The magnitude of the original sin necessitates Salvation through Jesus Christ ....

If the knowledge of the infinitely long path of development, which you had to
travel before your last embodiment as a human being, is given to you and you
think about it, then you will also become aware of the tremendous guilt you
had burdened yourselves with by your former apostasy from Me .... Because My
sense of justice would certainly not let you endure an excess of suffering if you
had not brought it on yourselves. Yet it is not an act of punishment on My part
but once again only an act of My eternal love, because I want you to be joyful;
however, I cannot give you a blissful life which conflicts with My law of eternal
order while your frame of mind opposes Me .... which is the case due to your
past antagonism towards Me. However, as human beings you cannot assess the
magnitude of your guilt because your thoughts are only limited. Yet the beings
which previously had fallen away had no such limitation of knowledge as you
have as human beings .... instead they were perfect living creations who were
fully enlightened. For that reason their guilt is so tremendous that it requires
an act of atonement which could not even be achieved with the infinitely long
path through creation. Rather, the greatest act of love and compassion had to
be accomplished first by the man Jesus in order to make a final redemption of
guilt possible which, however, also necessitates the acknowledgement of Jesus
as Son of God and Saviour of the world ....
When you return to the realm of light from where you came you can judge
the magnitude of guilt that an opposition to Me had meant. You will also
understand that only by following the path through creation can you once again
obtain the degree of maturity with which you can also comprehend and accept
Jesus’ act of Salvation ....
As human beings, however, you cannot grasp the extent of the immense sig-
nificance this act of Salvation has for you .... for each individual soul .... and
you therefore have to ‘believe’ what you are told and accept the divine Saviour
Jesus Christ without proof. Then you become free of your former guilt and once
again place your trust in Me .... Who was incarnated in Jesus .... and at the
same time voluntarily return to Him, Whom you once refused to acknowledge
and Whom you resisted .... You humans certainly can be given complete clar-
ification; however, you are not able to understand everything in your as yet
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imperfect state. Therefore it will always be an act of faith when you follow the
path to the cross but it is also your only and certain salvation because Jesus
Christ will then accept the guilt on your behalf, because He died on the cross
for the sake of people’s sins, He took them upon Himself and redeemed them
with His blood so that you would become free of sin .... And yet, this greatest
and most important doctrine concerning the act of Salvation cannot be proven
to you .... You have to believe it of your own free will and without any coercion
.... And you are able to do so because I will never ask of you the impossible and
because I will always help you to come to the right understanding.

However, one thing you should not omit or exclude: that you live a life of love
.... because love is the strength which enables you to do everything, because
through love you attain enlightenment, and because through love you unite
with Me again and establish the condition prior to your fall into sin, when
My light could continuously enlighten you. That way I can illuminate you as
human beings, as soon as you practise love and voluntarily turn towards Me,
no longer oppose Me and open up to Me so that the flow of My love can pour
into you without restriction. But this is only possible after you have taken the
way to the cross, so that you become free from the guilt of your sins, otherwise
you will still suffer in the bonds of the adversary who will prevent you from
doing actions of love and keep you in spiritual darkness because he does not
want to lose you. Your guilt has been immense but it is redeemed by Jesus
Christ Who now has become the visible God for you humans, providing you
allow yourselves to be redeemed by Him, because you cannot ever remove your
guilt yourselves. I, however, cannot admit you into My kingdom with your guilt
because, although I Am in fact a God of love, I Am also a God of justice .... And
this justice necessitates complete forgiveness of sins which you can only find in
Jesus Christ, in Whom I Myself accomplished the act of Salvation ....

Amen

What is the significance of life on earth?

BD 5750 received 18. - 19.8.1953

Earth - School for the spirit ....
Means to an end ....
An end in itself ....

Consider the earth merely as a school for the spirit, as a place for your soul to
mature, which still has to pass through a school before it can enter the spiritual
kingdom. You cannot be forcefully shaped in a way that makes you suitable for
the spiritual kingdom; you have to transform yourselves .... And for that reason
life on earth was given to you .... But you humans don’t recognise the purpose
and goal of earthly life .... you misinterpret it, you only strive to benefit your
body without thinking of your soul .... you look at the earth as an end in itself,
whereas it is only the means to an end .... the means for the spirit to attain final
maturity.
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The real task is to pass the test of volition which you should accomplish during
your life on earth and which must be taken in complete freedom. For that reason
you will only receive enlightenment about the meaning and purpose of earthly
life when you consider this question seriously yourselves. However, God gave
you intelligence which allows you to pose the question as to why and for what
reason you are on earth .... There are enough incentives around you which can
cause you to ask this question but it has to come entirely and freely from within
yourselves in order to be answered correctly as well. Even the worldly human
being should occupy himself with this question, even he should occasionally
think about the cause and purpose of earthly existence, providing he takes the
time to occupy himself with such thoughts ....

He certainly should not see the purpose of his life in the satisfaction of his
body’s wishes and desires, but if he does then the thought of death will always
frighten or unsettle him too .... or he will reject all thoughts of that nature by
believing that he will cease to exist after death. Only someone who doesn’t think
much could have this opinion because he would find enough proof during his
earthly life to teach him to think otherwise, if only he seriously investigated
the problem of life after death. The human being was given intellect .... but
if he does not use it he will exist from day to day like an animal because the
correct use of intelligence will enable him to think and behave differently ....
it will enable him to live consciously. However, the worldly human being who
believes earthly life to be an end in itself has not used his intelligence correctly
yet. He has only activated it into one direction, he has not yet thought about a
spiritual world which also can be accepted to exist outside the physical world ....
otherwise the human being would have the unrestricted right of determination
over the whole of creation, therefore over the natural processes and his own
destiny too ....

For as long as the human being himself is dependent on a higher power, on
a higher will, which is proved to him by the course of his earthly life, he also
has to acknowledge a world or a region where this higher power presides. Since
he knows that he is at the mercy of this power, that this power determines
the course of his life, he also has to ask himself why and for what purpose his
earthly life happens as it does .... and whether he is achieving this purpose,
which cannot be merely a physical life of pleasure but is more likely to be a
spiritual development .... The human being can come to this mental conclusion
as soon as he has the will to receive enlightenment about whether earthly life is
an end in itself or only the means to an end .... The gift of intelligence should
and must be considered because one day he will be held responsible for his will
to oppose everything that God gave to him to attain his goal on earth ....

Amen
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BD 6325 received 04.08.1955

Life on earth is but a passageway back home ....

Just consider yourselves as passers-by on this earth, who merely live here
temporarily but never permanently because your true home is the spiritual
realm, which you can only reach in freedom by way of crossing this earth.
That way you also experience your earthly life with different thoughts because
when you are sure of a specific destination, you should also aspire to reach it.
Consequently, everything you find on earth shall neither burden you nor tie you
down, just think of everything on earth as transient, as if it was merely on loan
to you or as if it only momentarily obstructed your way .... you should always
remember that one day the hour will arrive when you have passed through this
earthly vale and you must leave .... that now the return to your true home will
take place ....

Now make sure that you return to that realm fully laden with treasures which
you can use again. Then you won’t enter your home poor and miserable but
radiant with light and richly blessed with spiritual possessions .... Because you
can acquire all these things during your earthly life. No matter how and where
you walk on earth you can always increase your spiritual wealth with deeds of
love if you don’t allow yourselves to be tied to worldly possessions and always
keep in mind that they are transient and that you cannot take them with you
into the realm on the other side. But you can acquire many spiritual possessions
during your time on earth because people are in great need and you can always
ease their suffering, spiritually as well as materially .... What you give in earthly
life you will regain as spiritual wealth .... and therefore you should give, help
wherever your help is asked for .... And you should also ease suffering without
being asked and where it is evident and you will be richly blessed after your
physical death because ‘as you give you will receive again ....’

However, anyone who believes himself to be master of the earth, who believes
to be entitled to the possessions of this earth and who is sure of his ownership
without considering the poverty of his fellow human beings, will appear at the
threshold of death completely destitute; he will enter a realm where he will
experience bitter poverty because he has to leave everything he owns behind
and has no spiritual values to offer, as he did not consider himself a passer-by
but a permanent master on this earth. He didn’t consider his true home and
therefore will find it in very poor condition ....

Amen
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BD 8414 received 17.02.1963

The significance of life on earth as a human being ....

Your life as a human being is the last stage in the development of the once fallen
entity which is personified as the ‘soul’ within you and which, still enclosed in
a physical external shape, can now overcome it and leave this form to enter the
spiritual kingdom as a spiritual being. During this earthly existence the last
transformation into the original entity can take place again if free will is used
correctly, that is, if it consciously strives to return to Me again, Whom it had
once left voluntarily .... And this transformation is certainly possible because
the human being receives a multitude of blessings and with the right use of
these blessings has enough strength available to cast off all impurities and to
live wholly within the divine order; that is, to live a life of love through which
he can spiritualise soul and body and thus the return to Me is accomplished ....
However, the human being can also disregard all the blessings at his disposal
and instead of ascending he can return into the abyss; this cannot be prevented
because he has free will as a sign of his divine origin .... But then he places
himself once again into the dreadful fate of bondage and it will take an infinitely
long time until he finally can be released again ....

You do not want to believe how significant earthly existence is for you human
beings and are therefore half-hearted in accomplishing your task on earth. But
it concerns your own destiny, you yourselves have to bear the consequences,
and the fate you prepare for yourselves cannot be taken away from you. You can
choose between everlasting happiness and an infinitely long state of torment
and you are doing little to acquire the first; instead you rather follow your
earthly path indifferently .... And if fellow human beings, who know of the
great significance of earthly life, draw your attention to this you listen with
disbelief and remain unimpressed but believe them to be fantasists instead of
thinking about the reasons for your earthly existence yourselves .... Yet time
and again you will be confronted with events which could cause you to think
.... Time and again your thoughts are pushed into that direction by means
of conversations, the reading of books and your own experiences so that you
should become mentally active and ask questions which concern you and your
earthly existence.

If only you would believe that human earthly life is a most significant gift of
grace which, if you make right use of it, can lead to unimaginable happiness
.... if only you would believe that there is meaning and purpose to your earthly
life, that you are not ‘chance life forms’ who are not responsible for their earthly
progress and cease to exist when the body dies .... It is the soul .... the original
spirit which once had fallen away .... who should achieve its final release from
all physical external form and human earthly life is the last phase of an endless
long process of development ....

You humans are self-aware and you are only ‘self-aware’ because your outer
cover incorporates an original spirit who once came forth from Me as a self-aware
entity .... Thus, not your body nor your intelligence triggers your consciousness
of self but your soul, which is your real life and which ultimately turns the
human being into a self-aware being. Without this soul the human being is only
a physical outer shape without life, even when all internal organs are present
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they cannot function without this soul .... The ‘life’ of this outer shape depends
on that soul .... an original spirit .... who enlivens the body and enables it to
function in all manners ....
You humans should always keep in mind that you live on earth for a specific
purpose and should try to find this cause and purpose, then you will also receive
explanations in the form of thoughts, which I Myself will send to you in order
that you may come to understand it. And thus I will send you My messengers
again and again and through these try to make you think, and it will certainly
be a blessing for you if you don’t walk through life in ignorance but also use
the gift of intelligence. This can result in the right attitude towards your God
and Creator and with this you will also find the right knowledge .... Because I
truly care that every single human being should use the short time of grace as a
human being in the right way and reach his final destination .... that his soul will
return to Me again from Whom it once had come forth as created spirit ....

Amen
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What does God expect from us?

Life in divine order

BD 1469 received 12.06.1940

Perfect spiritual order ....
Disorder ....

All imperfect spirit causes some disorder in the world because all order is
perfected spirit, it behaves in accordance with divine will, and God’s will is
order and perfection. The disorderly condition can never be something divine,
therefore, the beings who are in God’s ordained state .... that is, who are within
divine order, must carry the divine will within themselves, that is, they have
to live in accordance with God’s will first if they want to come closer to God.
Immaturity, however, aspires towards God’s opposite goal, it conforms to the
will of the one who wants to destroy all divine order. However, this disorder can
only be evoked when the imperfect spirit is in possession of free will, that is,
when it is embodied in a human being, since prior to that divine will determines
every activity of the being and therefore this activity has to be orderly too ....
which is expressed throughout the entire work of creation which exists in God’s
ordained order and cannot arbitrarily be transformed by a God-opposing will.
Earthly life, however, is at the mercy of the human being .... And thus the
human being creates his own state of order or disorder, all depending on the
attitude of his free will. A life in closeness to God with the surrender of one’s
own will must understandably proceed orderly, it must completely correspond
to divine will. The human being obviously cannot violate God’s will as long as
he subordinates himself to it. Consequently his conduct also has to be in line
with God’s ordained order, he can’t help himself but aspire to what God wants
....
Hence, whatever is directed against this order has to collapse as a result, as
it signifies disorder. All order incorporates within itself the guarantee of con-
tinuation whilst it is in the greatest interest of the representative of disorder,
the adversary, to destroy everything, and for that reason he provokes an enor-
mous disorder. It is now also understandable that human thought becomes
completely chaotic when it expresses itself in some destructive form or an-
other during earthly life. The impulse of preservation will always be divine,
the impulse of destruction always satanic. Whoever complies with the inner
urge to destroy, consciously submits his will to God’s adversary who wants to
annihilate God’s work of creation and who uses the immature spirit to triumph
against God. He besets the spirit, he tries to weaken the human being’s will to
act in a God-opposing manner, i.e. to disregard and attempt to destroy what
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God in His wisdom has created. And this is contrary to divine order. Everything
in existence serves to mature the imperfect spirit. Every desire to destroy any
kind of creation interferes with God’s will, Who gave all spirit a certain length
of time and will only release it from its form when the spirit within the form
has matured, i.e. when it has become capable to live through the next stage of
embodiment within God’s ordained order.
A being which is prematurely disturbed in the process of higher development
wants to escape its form or take its abode in an external form that is unsuitable
for its state of mind and this, since it lacks the necessary maturity, would be the
start of an unimaginable disorder which would have horrifying consequences
on earth as well in the entire universe. Because everything would be at the mercy
of the immature, God-opposing spirit. There would be an open contest against
God which would rage against all divine wisdom if God didn’t prevent it. For
that reason, i.e. to maintain divine order, the will of the immature being prior to
incarnation as a human being is constrained, whereas the danger in earthly life
is that the opposing will results in an unparalleled chaos, a confusion of human
thought which can cause the most incredible disorder.
And all virtuous spirits fight this disorder because God Himself uses no coercive
measure as hindrance and allows the immature spirit complete freedom of will,
nevertheless, it will always be a sin to oppose God’s will. The being violates
divine law .... which in itself is order .... when it enjoys changing this order
into disorder. Because it then subordinates itself to the will of the adversary
who longs to destroy everything that God has created .... He will not succeed,
nevertheless merely the determination to do so is the greatest offence against
God’s love, wisdom and omnipotence, it is rebellion against God and therefore
results in the most dire consequences. The spirit who rages against Him cannot
enjoy freedom as long as it defies divine will and divine order. As long as it
refuses to fit into God’s ordained order it is not free ....

Amen

BD 3300 received 20.10.1944

Destruction of works of creation and its consequences ....

Everything visible to your eyes testifies to God’s love, it was created to help
the fallen substance, to elevate it from its sunken state again, and therefore
every work of creation should be seen as an emanation of divine love and
be respected and valued accordingly. None of God’s creations may be wilfully
destroyed, for then its function, its intended purpose, will be prevented. And
neither may human work be destroyed which also has a function .... the function
to be helpful. For every work of creation that originated from God’s will was
given this function, otherwise it could not result in higher development of the
substance. And human creations are also assessed in relation to their function
.... As long as they have the task of being useful, as long as they somehow serve
other people or even other creations, they contribute towards the development
of the substance and fulfil their purpose.
To destroy such creations results in the interruption of the spirit’s progress of
development and can never be justified before God .... as in fact all destruction of
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matter has to be motivated by love to be justifiable before God .... Consequently,
if destruction takes place for the purpose of producing objects which are helpful
to people, which serve a useful purpose, the destruction is justified for the love
of other people. However, any other destruction is sacrilege .... sacrilege against
other people and against God, Whose power created things which truly have
another purpose than to fall victim to the human will of destruction .... And this
sacrilege avenges itself badly ....

When the driving force of hatred and unkindness between people destroys
matter then people also have to pay for it .... materially, because they lose
things that had fulfilled a useful purpose, as well as spiritually, and the latter
in a particularly painful way .... Because spirit has been freed against its will
and before its time, and this spirit disturbs all substances in its environment
but especially the human being by permanently appearing before his soul’s
eyes, that is, by constantly occupying his thoughts with the lost objects. This is
extremely harmful to the soul since it inhibits its development. It is held back
from spiritual aspiration, its senses are constantly directed towards material
things and therefore the creations can quietly torment a human being when they
are unavailable to him, when they fall prey to the human will of destruction.

Every work of creation by God, or by a human being who just wants to work
constructively, should be respected. The destructive principle denotes the ac-
tions of God’s opponent .... And at this moment in time he is raging in the
world .... He induces people to God-opposing behaviour against His creations,
he has awakened the destructive urge in people because they lack love and no
longer understand the meaning and purpose of creation. And this shall result
in serious consequences. God will counteract the human work of destruction,
which is the influence of the evil power, with a far greater work of destruction
but which is entirely warranted in God’ love ....

He shall liberate the spirit which is willing to walk the way of service on
earth from endless long captivity .... He shall release the solid matter so that
the human destructive will is stopped and human beings learn to see earthly
creations for what they are: means for development as long as they can exercise
their useful function. This divine destructive action will affect people even
far more seriously; however, this is necessary so that they return to the right
way of thinking, that they respect and appreciate every work of creation, that
they understand its function and once again occupy themselves constructively.
Because this and only this is divine order: that everything in existence shall
progress and that every human work of creation shall also be a guarantee for
the development of spirit as long as it fulfils its useful purpose, as long as the
human will to be of help has produced it ....

Amen
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BD 6855 received 21.06.1957

Pollution of air - water - food ....

Every human being may expect from you what you expect from him. You should
give justice to everyone just as you demand the same from them. You should
not apply different sets of standards and believe that you have greater rights
than your fellow human being in those instances where you are beneficiaries of
what has freely been bestowed upon you by Me. .... what you have not acquired
yourselves but what is at the disposal of all people equally .... meaning those
spiritual and earthly riches which My love and My creative will always place at
your disposal.
This includes all gifts which you receive from My hand .... which you cannot
produce yourselves, which are present without your involvement and which
contribute towards your continued existence .... which are necessary for your
natural life and which may not be taken away from any human being if his life
should not be endangered. These are the life preserving elements to which every
human being is entitled and which may not be taken away from him by other
people or the offence against My eternal order has far reaching consequences
which not only affects the guilty people but also the creations and can even
result in their termination.
You will understand this by merely asking yourselves what elements of life you
require and imagine their diversity .... when you experience air and water and
their composites and effect on yourselves, which give the human being complete
health but which can also result in illness and destruction of the body’s organs
when, due to human will, contamination of air and water occurs that causes
incalculable damage .... And the sinfulness of people already shows itself in
the fact that they are not afraid to pollute these particularly important life
preserving elements such that it brings about life threatening damage to their
fellow human beings .... And just as every human being holds his own life dear
he sins when he reduces his fellow human being’s most essential necessities of
life, when he plays a part in jeopardizing the life of other people .... In addition,
‘endangering life’ also includes when the soil, which produces nourishment for
human and animal life, becomes deprived of its natural quality; when, by the
use of artificial agents, the designated land for cultivation takes on a different
quality, the products of which now also contain substances that are by no means
beneficial for the human body. Human beings are interfering with natural
law, what’s more, they want to improve, that is, they portray My creations as
imperfect, they want to increase the soil’s yield and are using the wrong methods
for that .... since they need only ask for My blessing to achieve truly blessed
harvests as well ....
Another sin in this respect is the harvesting of fruit before it has ripened ....
when, because of greed and materialistic thought, harvesting takes place in
advance of the natural process of ripening and when, as a result, the human
body is forced to fight against as yet immature substances .... which is not a
merely physical but also a spiritual matter which is frequently unknown to you.
But all this is integral to the disregard of My law of eternal order. The human
being damages his fellow human, he does not treat him fairly and he contributes
towards the steady increase of chaos on earth because only an earthly life lived
within lawful order can have the right effect for body and soul.
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Every human being has the right to have the order of nature upheld because
I made creation for the whole of humanity and not just for one human being.
Every person requires clean air, clean water and good food for his physical life
and no human being is entitled to cause harm to another that he wouldn’t want
to be caused to himself.

But during the last period before the end there is no more consideration for
the life of other people, all kinds of unscrupulous experiments take place, and
always just because of ambition, greed or hunger for power, which endangers
all healthy life. Thus he who wants to destroy all living creations to release the
constrained spirit within in the mistaken assumption that it will then belong to
him again, is triumphant .... All people who act in opposition to divine order
have handed themselves over to him, they follow his suggestions and ignore
My commandments which require love and justice ....

Everyone just thinks of himself and his own advantage, and the fate of other
people leaves him untouched. The life of his fellow human being is no longer
sacred to him, otherwise it couldn’t come to what is to be expected with certainty:
that the life of all human beings will be gambled with because the divine laws of
nature will be overthrown .... because one day the elements will forcefully break
through. Human beings themselves will be the cause of this because they sin
against divine order, against My commandment to love God and their fellow
human beings ....

Amen

Detachment from the material world and aspiration
for spirituality

BD 4436 received 19.09.1948

Relinquishing the world ....
Fulfilment of earthly duties and the blessing of God ....

What does the world offer you? If you really think about it, it only offers things
which make your earthly life more pleasant for a short time but which have
no lasting value. And if you consider that you could be called from this earth
any day then you work, from a worldly point of view, just for one day, because
tomorrow could already be your last day. But even a long earthly life cannot
be compared to eternity and it is simply unwise to provide for oneself for this
limited time and not to consider eternity. But not until you occupy yourselves
with thoughts about life after death can you know that you are chasing after
illusive possessions and then you will understand the spiritual aspirations of
those who don’t see the earth as an end in itself but as a means to an end. And
then you too will strive for the truth, for enlightenment and for Me, Who can
impart all that to you.

But one thing you should not fail to do: to appeal to Me to become your support
and adviser, that I should take care of you and continue to guide you during the
course of your life, that you choose Me and for My sake relinquish the world,
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i.e. that you have no great expectations to live a life of external comfort but
that you, deep inside of yourself, live your life with Me, away from the world.
This detachment is imperative, just as it is imperative that you take notice of the
pure truth which, when you receive it externally, worldly people cannot offer
you. If you entrust yourselves to Me I will walk with you and also ease your
earthly labour because no one who works for Me and My kingdom shall be
harmed. You shall indeed do your duty, that is, take up your position that has
been allocated to you but who blesses your worldly labour if I don’t?
You cannot automatically enforce your success and if My will opposes it you are
helpless even though you are laboriously and constantly working. Alternatively,
I can favour your work and help you to accomplish it. I do, however, ask that
you accept My gift from above, that you give it your whole attention and
help to pass it on. Then you can live completely carefree because I will take
care of every problem. First carry out your spiritual work and everything you
do to accomplish your earthly allocated task will be blessed, because I truly
provide better for you than the earthly world .... But I will not change My
prerequisite that I as Father, will give you, My children, everything that you
require spiritually and earthly ....

Amen

BD 6117 received 23.11.1954

Rebirth ....
Futile life on earth ....

Your earthly life is futile if your soul does not progress spiritually .... if you
cannot succeed to lift yourselves into spiritual spheres during this time .... to
free yourselves from the tight bond with earth .... with material belongings ....
if you don’t accomplish spiritual rebirth on earth. Your soul is meant to step
out of dark detention into a bright life, it is meant to free itself from all physical
bondage because it is a spirit and only happy in the spiritual realm where it is
free from all restrictions. The earthly body is a constraint for the soul and the
body’s desires are always of a physical nature .... If it allows itself to be controlled
by the body then the soul will stay imprisoned, it will remain earthly-minded
and all spiritual desire will be stifled. It has to free itself from physical longings;
it should not give in to the demands of the body because the soul is the carrier
of the will and has self-determination .... If it successfully overcomes the body
or even persuades the body to follow its wishes or to do what it has identified
as being ‘better’ then it will be given tremendous support by the spirit which
is buried deep within itself, which pushes the soul ever further towards the
spiritual kingdom, offering it the riches of the spiritual realm and portraying
them as the only attraction worth striving for ....
As soon as the soul is open to spiritual instruction its fate in eternity will have
been decided, its rise will be assured and earthly life will have brought success
for eternity .... Yet the soul’s preceding struggle is very hard when the body
influences it in every way, when it is too weak to offer resistance, when the body
remains dominant and clouds the soul so that it meekly gives itself to the body
.... As soon as you humans are attracted to the world, as soon as you want to
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gain everything you can from it, as soon as you dispel all spiritual thoughts
as they emerge, you will be in great danger because you will not be aware of
the purpose of your earthly life and strive towards entirely different goals than
those for whose attainment you live on earth ....
Your earthly life soon passes and at the hour of death you have to leave behind
all worldly material possessions which you have gained .... You will be miserable
if you enter the next world without spiritual wealth .... Don’t let your time on
earth be in vain, strive to free yourselves from everything that only serves the
body but is of no benefit to the soul. And strive for the kingdom which is your
true home and which you will enter again without fail when your physical life
comes to an end .... but which can be rather different, depending on the quality
of your soul .... Therefore improve yourselves, work and achieve for the spiritual
kingdom as long as your earthly life is left to you .... or you will bitterly regret
when it is too late ....

Amen

BD 6652 received 24.09.1956

Right assessment of life on earth ....

You cannot comprehend the bliss the spiritual kingdom will give you if you
transform your being during your life on earth in such a way that you can take
possession of the realm of light. Nor can it be illustrated to you, because you
would then live your life on earth to some extend with an attitude of coercion
and thus the purpose of your life would be completely lost. And although it
is presented to you as truth there is no proof because it would endanger your
freedom of will. But this much can be said, that the most difficult life on earth in
hardship and distress, in sickness and despair, will be compensated a thousand
times by this state of happiness, and in retrospect you can’t understand the
difficulties you experienced when you had to make sacrifices. Because then the
time on earth appears to you like a fleeting moment and the whole eternity of
bliss is ahead of you ....
You humans place too much importance on your earthly life, in a worldly sense
.... Spiritually it is indeed significant for you because a rightly lived earthly
existence can result in said eternity of happiness. But what this earthly life
gives you in a worldly sense it entirely useless and merely offers a temporary
sense of well-being compared to eternity. You should always consider that one
day you won’t understand how you could have enjoyed things that were of no
spiritual value .... and you will be grateful to every soul who showed you the
worthlessness of such things and guided your vision towards other goals. But as
long as you humans live on earth you don’t appreciate such advice and therefore
Jesus said ‘the kingdom of heaven suffers violence, and only the violent take it
for themselves ....’
If you would try to imagine the endless long time that your soul has already
walked on this earth and that eternity is ahead of you then you could better
evaluate the short lifetime on earth. You would know that it is really just a
moment and gladly give up the pleasures of this moment in view of the blissful
happiness which you acquire by making an effort. This is exactly your test of
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will: that you don’t strive after the share of God’s opponent but that you strive
towards God as your goal .... And when you humans receive such evident help
by being given the knowledge about the purpose of your earthly life, when your
eyes are being opened to enable you to see what the blind person doesn’t see,
then the goal should entice you too because earthly life won’t last forever and
for the individual it can even end tomorrow ....

Your earthly existence is questionable because you cannot be certain to enjoy it
for long .... however, every one of you can be certain of the spiritual life, it just can
turn out very differently. And that is something you determine yourselves with
your attitude in earthly life. Yet you nevertheless have the right and the duty to
take the place that was assigned to you in your earthly life. Consequently, the
pleasures of life are not denied to you and God does not expect you to become
hermits, no complete retreat from the world .... But you should not let the world
dominate you, you should be master of the world, you should make the world
serve you, as it is God’s will .... but remember that the meaning and purpose of
existence in this world is always spiritual development, which you can indeed
achieve during your earthly life .... ‘The world’ should not completely occupy
the human being’s thoughts but spiritual thoughts should dominate, then the
world is no longer a danger even though the human being is completely in the
world. And the human being should always be aware that earthly life is not an
end in itself but only the means to an end ....

Whoever accepts these thoughts for himself will not be satisfied with the
offerings of the world .... He searches and strives for higher goals and the world
is no longer a danger to him, he will no longer find fulfilment in the world
because he has recognized its real worth, or worthlessness. More over, God
gave the human being with his creation many gifts which the human being may
safely enjoy, just as He leaves it to the human being to take rightful pleasure in
all things as long as only God Himself is and remains the most important goal
for the human being ....

Amen

Living in unselfish charity

BD 3755 received 29.04.1946

The commandment of love as life’s guiding principle ....

You are unfailingly doing My will if you learn to love .... Let My commandment
of love be your guiding principle for everything you do, think and say .... Then
you will gain My favour and will be blessed, spiritually as well as worldly, in a
manner that benefits your soul. You should not exclude anyone from your love
nor refuse to help those who need your help. Then you, too, will discover the
secret of eternal love which forever fills all of infinity with its strength, thus it
can fill you to excess too so that you become a likeness of Me, as it is your goal
on earth. Love has to be practised and for that reason I allow the great hardship
on earth because it motivates people’s actions of love, because hardship leaves
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countless people in need of help and gives other people the opportunity to help
with compassion.
Therefore don’t let your hearts become hardened, be aware of the hardship
surrounding you and help where and as you can. Follow My example, Who
eased spiritual and earthly suffering on earth, Who helped the weak and sick,
Who lifted and healed their souls and bodies, Whose loving way of life has been
an example to you and Who told you to follow it. Be merciful, peaceful, gentle
and patient, humble with all your heart and righteous in thought and action.
Practice these virtues since they are the result of love in your hearts .... thus
you have to make an effort, you have to become aware of your faults and try
to remove them, you have to banish all unkindness from your heart and strive
towards the highest perfection. If you lack the strength to do this then you have
the prayer at your disposal, the deeply felt connection with Me, which always
guarantees you a supply of strength .... because I don’t ignore any human being’s
distress, least of all his spiritual distress, I know every person’s will and give his
soul strength and help in accordance with this will.
Let My commandment of love be the guiding principle of your thoughts and
actions and you shall fulfil My will on earth .... Don’t harden your hearts as this
is the greatest danger for you since then you will be entirely without strength
from Me. But if you ask for My help you won’t be asking in vain because My
love for you is unchanging and takes hold of everyone who longs for it .... but as
I do to you also do to other people, then your way of life will correspond to My
will ....

Amen

BD 3918 received 29.10.1946

Selfless service in every walk of life ....
Poverty ....
Willingness to give ....

Everything you do you should do in the knowledge that you are carrying out
divine will. Therefore you have to entrust all your thoughts, words and actions to
Him, you have to request His blessing for this and entirely commend yourselves
to His divine guidance .... you have to put His will completely in charge of your
daily life, that is, you only need want your way of life to be pleasing to Him
and always do your best to attain His love. Then you can neither speak nor do
anything which opposes God and your life on earth will not be unsuccessful for
your souls. You fulfil God’s will when the commandment of love becomes the
guiding principle of your life, then you live up to the most important law and
God will bless you, spiritually as well as worldly.
Your purpose on earth is to serve unselfishly and you can do so in every situation,
irrespective of whether you are poor or wealthy, great or small, respected and
powerful or inconspicuously weak .... You can always be of service providing you
want to be of service. Every human being is offered ample opportunity to serve
kindly and no one should believe to be in need of receiving help themselves
and reduce their own resolve to give because he has nothing to give .... Even the
poorest can give .... and if he has no material wealth then he can give love and
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thereby awaken the love in others .... he can be willing to give and his will is
then likened to a good deed. But at all times God only looks into the heart and
no impulse remains hidden from Him therein.
An outwardly apparent great act of love can be worthless in the eyes of God if the
heart does not feel the love which displays the deed; and even the smallest gift is
pleasing to God if it is given with a loving heart. And anyone who honestly wants
to give gladly will also give of the little he owns, he won’t fearfully question but
share instead .... And it will be returned to him many times over because the
Lord says ‘as you give so you shall receive ....’ and His Word is truth. Thus no one
should keep his possessions anxiously to himself when he endeavours to live
in accordance with God’s will, he should give gladly because his action of love
will reward him with far greater blessings than his few possessions could ever
offer. Because he will receive exceptionally more, both earthly and spiritually
.... his soul will mature, he will always be correctly guided because God Himself
takes care of those who want to live as it pleases Him, and because His guidance
is the guarantee to reach the goal. Only one factor is required of you: that you
live with love .... that your thoughts, words and actions will always be guided
by the love of your heart and that you devoutly commend yourselves to Him,
Who gave you your life so that your souls can mature .... With His grace and
strength you are able to do everything, even during times of greatest physical
and spiritual difficulties you can do deeds of kindness providing you unite with
the Eternal Love Itself through prayer, which will give you unlimited strength
and grace because you want to draw nearer to Him with deeds of love ....

Amen

BD 6487 received 28.02.1956

Information about the end ....

In a short time an era ends and a new one begins .... You can believe these Words;
because I say them so that you can live your life in a manner that you need not
fear this end .... I have no other reason, I don’t want to trouble you without
cause, I don’t want to throw you into confusion about the coming event, I simply
want you to live in accordance with My will, then the end of this era will only be
to your advantage, you won’t need to fear it but can joyfully look forward to a
blessed time. I don’t have to inform you of this because no human being knows
when his last day arrives and the knowledge that a period of deliverance ends
would therefore be entirely unnecessary for many .... But this information can
still be motivation for each human being to seriously consider his soul .... it can
cause him to take a serious look at himself when he is reminded of the fleeting
nature of earthly possessions and now strives to acquire spiritual wealth .... But
he is not forced to believe ....
Nevertheless, I am calling ever more urgently: believe these Words and do
whatever you can .... and it will be in your best interest .... Because you are all
in a poor psychological state, you all still have to work on yourselves and not
much time left to do so. Don’t let yourselves be taken by surprise but acquaint
yourselves with the thought that you are visitors on this earth for only a short
time to come. This thought alone will make you live more consciously and
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you will turn to Me for help if you believe in Me as your God and Creator
.... Consider your way of life up to now and question yourselves whether your
conduct was right in My eyes .... Because you all know My commandments and
you all know that love is the first and most important requirement, that you can
never achieve bliss without love, and if you now have to admit to yourselves that
you have treated this commandment half-heartedly and with indifference then
you can still change .... as you have many opportunities to act with love ....
You will see hardship around you everywhere and will be able to help, just be
willing to live virtuously and just, and honour the commandments of love which
I only gave to you for your salvation. Because you are given many opportunities
to do kind deeds .... And always remember your Redeemer Jesus Christ .... Call
on Him that He should guide your thoughts and give you strength to carry out
the divine will .... Then you are calling Me Myself and demonstrate that you
want to come close to Me. Then you walk the right path, the path that Jesus
Christ had walked before you .... The end comes irrevocably and irrespective of
the state of your souls ....
But there is still time to prepare yourselves and therefore the warning call comes
from above time and again: Think of the end .... My love wants to save you from
destruction but it will never force you and therefore speaks to you in a manner
that you can believe if you want. If you are observant you would notice much
which could make you believe .... One era comes to an end and a new one begins
.... And it merely comes to pass what seers and prophets had always predicted
.... Because they too spoke in accordance with My instructions and announced
the same as I Am telling you now, but your will is free; and your fate shall be
as your will is once your earthly life has come to an end .... You can live in
blissful happiness .... or you can become subject to death, an endless long time
of torment and darkness from which you cannot free yourselves ....

Amen

BD 7951 received 27.07.1961

Faith ....

You all have to acquire a much firmer faith and that means that you have to love
even more, because love brings forth a living faith .... Performing labours of love
creates a direct bond with Me, Who is eternal love .... It should be self-evident
that you can no longer doubt or have a weak faith when you are connected to
Me because then I Am the guarantee Myself that your faith won’t be destroyed
.... And although your will to believe can be strong .... but you must have an
equally strong will to do works of love .... Love has to be the inner driving force
of all your intentions and actions, then your faith will be firm and steadfast
.... you simply will not be able to doubt anymore but will be sure of what you
should believe. And this convinced faith will fill you with joy and give you inner
peace because then I Am with you Myself, because your deeds of love draw Me
closer to you without fail, because ‘those who love are in Me and I Am in them
....’ Love unites us permanently and love gives birth to an unwavering, living
faith. And when you pray for a firm faith then you have to pray for a strong will
to love at the same time and you will achieve a firm faith indeed.
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I repeatedly give you this information because you are approaching the time
when you need a firm, unwavering faith to remain resolved until the end ....
If you have this faith nothing can upset you, no matter what happens, because
then you know that I will help you and thus you are giving yourselves into My
hands with blind faith .... And then I Am indeed always willing to help, I will
not leave you at times of physical or spiritual distress because your willingness
to love, your way of life, has made you My Own already, you have joined Me
again and I Am now able to work in and through you.
A firm faith is the best guarantee you can have because it gives you inner peace
and calmness during all earthly events which I can avert from you or reduce
their effects because you have faith .... And thus you should always pray: ‘Father,
help me to do works of love and let my will to love become ever stronger ....’ And
the will to love will grow at the same rate because love guarantees My presence
and My presence guarantees help at all times of distress .... Love also guarantees
the recognition of all correlations and hence the understanding for everything
which, in turn, contributes to the strengthening of faith. Love is everything ....
and if you have love you are also filled with strength from Me and this strength
enables you to do unusual things when necessary, when love is the driving force
that makes you want to help .... Then you have the faith that moves mountains
.... and then you won’t fear whatever happens to you. Because then you are
connected to Him, Who is Lord above all, Who can command the elements to
spare you and Who wants to prove Himself as your Father .... Who loves His
children and will not leave them to become victims of destruction .... Ask Me
every day for the strengthening of your faith and the will to love, as this is a
spiritual request which I certainly will fulfil because love and faith are necessary
for your perfection ....

Amen

Endurance of suffering

BD 3334 received 18.11.1944

The cause of hard living conditions ....

You cannot expect changes for the better in your living conditions as long as you
don’t change your will as well as your conduct in life yourselves. Your perception
of the purpose of your earthly life is completely wrong and you would never
even think about it if you were given a carefree life of peaceful monotony or
worldly pleasure. But you have to become aware of your true task on earth,
and therefore you will be motivated by difficult conditions in life to think about
it because only then can the knowing beings, who are responsible for your
spiritual care, mentally suggest an answer to you. And these difficult conditions
shall worsen if they don’t succeed in stimulating your thinking because in that
case you won’t live consciously, i.e. you won’t strive for spiritual development,
which is the purpose and aim of your earthly life. And therefore you shall have
to endure worldly hard times and should not expect improvements as long as
you don’t improve yourselves, i.e. as long as you don’t accept divine will as
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your guiding principle of conduct. Because God can only educate you such that
your will becomes active by itself and you would only need a small amount of
suffering if you thought of your own accord and shaped your life in accordance
with its purpose. And you continue to be burdened by very hard conditions
because you are not making any preparations for change.
The earth will see much suffering; hopelessness and anguish shall tire and
exhaust the people, and yet they could provide themselves with an easier
earthly life if they only recognised their suffering as a caution from God, who
warns them in that manner to change their lives for their own sake. Because soul
and body shall die on the path they are walking. God wants to save the soul and
therefore puts the body under pressure, He wants to show you the right way if
only you were willing to listen to Him, when you, because of a harder life, turn
your thoughts to Him, when you question yourselves about the meaning and
purpose of your existence and wish for a mental response ....
And if you listen to Him, if you heed His warnings and live accordingly, then He
shall relieve you of your difficult living conditions .... He shall save you from all
evil, spiritually as well as earthly, because He only asks you to consider Him and
carry out your true purpose in life .... to strive for progress and not just concern
yourselves with earthly life .... Then He shall take your worries from you where
it benefits your soul, because God does not want you to suffer if you consider
your spiritual well-being first. He must save you from eternal destruction by
all means which, however, you shall suffer if you live a carefree earthly life and
achieve worldly fulfilment .... then your soul will be lost and you won’t achieve
your goal on earth, you won’t strive upwards and therefore will have lived your
life in vain ....

Amen

BD 4065 received 18.06.1947

Pre-ordained course of life - Destiny corresponding to will ....

Every path is pre-ordained even though you believe to have chosen it yourselves.
Although you apparently determine your course of life yourselves because you
can, at times, plan it in accordance with your will, but I have known of this
will since eternity and have taken it into account, and therefore your destiny
corresponds to your will; which means, that your life develops in a way that
your will can turn towards Me and has ample opportunity to acknowledge Me.
However, how your will decides is entirely up to you, I won’t compel it or you
would not need to live your life in the first place if I wanted perfect entities
by means of force. My only goal is to enable the spirit to achieve the highest
possible maturity of soul on earth but meet with all-round resistance.
Yet human beings cannot alter the course of their life and thus have to submit
to everything if they want to achieve spiritual benefit. Every resistance, every
complaint and grumble reduces your psychological success because it testifies
of a will that is still in opposition to Me or has very little perception of Him,
Who gave you your life. If you would know Me as the Eternal Love you would
also know that I would not let you suffer unless it is necessary for the salvation
of your soul.
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This is why you should suffer and endure and place your earthly life into My
hands, live each day without worry but do not exclude Me from your thoughts,
then I will guide you and, truly, your life shall not be in vain. One day you
will thank Me even for the difficult hours and days since they benefit your soul
far more than quiet, carefree days. I know this, I know your soul’s degree of
maturity, I know your will, your weaknesses and your faith, and I let everything
happen so that no day needs to be lived unsuccessfully, that you can mature in
a short time and reach your goal while you are still on earth ....

Amen

BD 5048 received 24.01.1951

Explanation and reason for an arduous destiny ....

An arduous destiny on earth will profit the salvation of your souls. For every
day brings you closer to the end and the end is near. And do you know whether
you will experience the last days? Do you know that you won’t be called back
before the end and that your earthly life might only last a short time yet? Always
consider that tomorrow could be your last day and that you will then be grateful
to have reached that particular degree of maturity which entitles you to enter
the realm of light. Consider that earthly life is only the means to an end and
that it won’t last forever. Everything is temporary, joy and sorrow, desire and
pain. Only the soul is immortal and its suffering should be reduced. Therefore
the body has to suffer as long as the soul lives on earth. Those who are spared
suffering on earth cannot expect a painless hour of death because the soul will
still have much ballast which it will take across into the spiritual realm. Yet the
agonies in the beyond are considerably greater and can often last an endless
time if a soul is hardened and thus will find little help.

People still have to endure much adversity because time is passing swiftly and
rapidly bringing the end. Only the soul which has been purified by grief and
suffering will have the strength to resist during the last days .... because such
a soul can receive My strength, while a soul within a dense cover cannot be
touched by My emanation. For this reason the human being should look at each
day as a gift of grace and be grateful, he should use his time well since he does
not know when it ends, because one day he will regret every day which has not
brought him spiritual progress. Suffering and love mature the soul and therefore
you human beings must patiently endure what is given to you as this is in your
best interest; everything My will inflicts on you can lead you to perfection ....

Amen
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Connection to Jesus Christ

BD 5269 received 10.12.1951

Life energy - Spiritual energy ....

Never rely on your own strength. Although you have to activate your own will,
i.e. you should not stay immobile and wait for help, you should always act in
unity with Me and request My help and blessing and you will succeed. Your
life energy entitles and enables you to be very busy indeed. But My will is
in charge of everything and you cannot force My will; I, however, often find
Myself compelled to oppose your will if this benefits your soul. Consequently
your destiny also includes failures, futile plans and lack of success which you
cannot avoid by using your own strength. Even your life energy is not of much
use to you then and you frequently realise how little you can do by yourselves.
All failures, all futile efforts, all sudden weaknesses are an indication that you
should turn to the eternal Provider of strength, to appeal for His blessing and
in recognition of your own inadequacy ask for an increase of strength and the
success of every action.

Don’t forget Me, that is why I often allow you to experience situations where
your own strength fails; I have to show you that your own efforts are futile
without My blessing, which you should request first so that you won’t forget
Me .... Cooperation with Me guarantees success; however, if you withhold
yourselves from Me your efforts will be far more laborious and even then often
unsuccessful. Nevertheless, you can enforce success but only with support of the
strength from below which will always makes itself available to you in exchange
for your soul .... Then you can be powerful on earth, then you will succeed in
everything, then you can amaze your fellow human beings with supernatural
works .... but then you will part with your freedom, then you are chained and
completely in his, in Satan’s, power ....

Don’t ask for this strength from below even if it promises you an attractive
earthly life .... Come to Me in heartfelt prayer, and call upon Me for strength
and mercy and you will truly gain more than My opponent can offer you. But
then you won’t take possession of worldly goods, instead I will bless every
earthly beginning you undertake. I will also bless you spiritually, which means,
that your close bond with Me enables Me to endow you with spiritual strength
which is far more valuable than your life energy, because working with spiritual
strength is always successful even if you don’t always know it. Don’t ever
exclude Me whatever you start because I always want to be your adviser, leader
and helper, Who directs everything for the benefit of you souls ....

Amen
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BD 5545 received 30.11.1952

Complete devotion to God ensures paternal care ....

Consider yourselves My protégés and an inner calm will engulf you. All respon-
sibility is taken from you when you faithfully give yourselves to Me and leave
Me to rule your lives. And I will guide you well indeed .... You should call on
Me in times of earthly as well as of spiritual need but then faithfully await My
decision because you don’t know what is good for you; I, however, do know
and treat you like a loving Father who only wants the best for His children.
Therefore let yourselves be guided by Me and don’t be worried, because I will
truly guide you well ....

An earthly child’s complete surrender to its Heavenly Father is a monumental
event since it will achieve everything due to its faith in Him. This faith is not
yet present where doubt and anxious worries about the future still depress a
human heart, the human being has not yet handed himself over to Me and is
therefore still carrying a heavier burden than necessary. I know all your worries,
no thought escapes Me, I know your innermost feelings and thus I also know
what a person needs .... And that is what I want to give to him .... But I also want
to give him the faith which is still absent and thus I will not take his worries
away until He has found faith and entrusts all problems to Me. But then they
will leave him, then he will have no more doubts and reservations, then he will
be fully at peace and certain of My help ....

Therefore, as long as the future worries you, as long as you still have anxious
thoughts, you are not yet sufficiently united with Me to feel as My protégés
because this perception eliminates all fear and worry. You might as well be
indifferent about earthly demands as you are unable to master them without
My help. Therefore, trust in Me and everything will turn out for the best. And
if you cannot see the best in something then trust Me anyway because I can see
what is good or bad for you, I rule with love and wisdom and only want the
best for you. But only total surrender to Me, complete surrender of your will
to Mine, safeguards My paternal care and you can stop worrying. You should
always remember that, no matter what happens, nothing can happen without
My will or My permission. And whatever happens is good because I watch over
every human being, but even more so over those who want to serve Me and
who, as My workers, also enjoy the protection of the custodian of the house ....
Whoever takes flight into My arms like a child will be accepted as a child and
he will enjoy the Father’s protection and all His love .... Your earthly lives could
be easy if you heeded My Words and handed your problems over to Me, Who
loves you and wants to help you achieve inner peace and a living faith, Who is
with you whenever you call upon Him ....

Amen
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BD 6649 received 20.09.1956

An hour of Christianity ....
The way to God’s heart ....

Only few people find the way to My heart, and only few people are willing to
walk that way even though they claim to be faithful Christians, even though
they outwardly belong to those who have joined clerical organisations and are
therefore called religious. All these have indeed followed this path but have
stopped before they reached My heart. You humans can understand this when
you take a closer look at your earthly life which gives priority to the world, to
the physical welfare, and when you give serious account of how little time you
spend thinking of Me and your actual purpose in life. And for the most part you
only give Me the traditionally designated time .... a short morning, noon and
evening prayer or the hour of the official church service. Only rarely do your
thoughts search for Me of their own free will, only rarely do you speak to Me of
your own accord, only rarely do you desire to come into heartfelt contact with
Me .... your thinking will always be completely occupied with earthly worries,
earthly plans and earthly pleasures.

I Am not the main subject of your thoughts, even if you believe in Me as your
Creator and preserver you are still a long way from seeing the Father in Me to
Whom you are drawn by your love .... And therefore you only rarely take the
way to My heart, that you speak to Me like children to their Father, that you let
Him be with you in every situation in life, that you more than less live your life
in close contact with Me. Then you would also talk about Me more often, your
conversations would take other directions in that case, because hardly anyone
mentions Me in daily life and those who do are smiled at contemptuously, they
are not taken seriously ....

This is how you humans are in reality, only seldom can I be present with you
because you don’t remember Me and even less often come together in My name
.... Only seldom do you sacrifice Me an hour due to actual inner need .... and
therefore I say, only few people walk the way to My heart, only few allow Me
to be their constant companion on this earth. And their hour of Christianity
cannot result in spiritual progress, as long as it only consists of the traditional
visit to the church service and the performance of its rites it is not a voluntary
relationship with Me .... Only the living relationship, the inner urge of your free
will, can help you humans to perfection, and the desire to hear My Word and to
offer food to the soul will be considered as longing for Me and will be fulfilled.

And the human being should give account to himself about his innermost feel-
ings for Me and to what extend he simply observes the traditional requirements
which he was taught, and whether he merely observes them traditionally too
.... I look into the hearts and no one can deceive Me but I also long for those
hearts and Am not satisfied to be only in second or third place. And as long
as the world and its demands are still in first place you belong to the ‘dead
Christians’ because living Christianity expresses itself differently .... It consists
of an unceasing activity of love, i.e. an activity with Me. And the human being
with whom I can be present because of love will always remember Me too, he
puts Me before all worldly matters and starts nothing without sincerely uniting
with Me first ....
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But there are only few and yet, many people believe to live the right way because
they live in accordance with clerical demands. And all these will not stand firm
at the time of the last decision, for they will lack the strength which they have to
receive directly from Me and therefore they need the heartfelt inner union with
Me .... You should know that the time will come when the last decision will be
demanded of you and you will then experience serious difficulties if you don’t
possess living faith which, however, requires that you have to find the way to
My heart and proceed on it .... Because only I can give you strength but I have to
be present with you, and therefore you have to unite with Me in love ....

Amen

BD 6724 received 29.12.1956

The close bond with God ....

Your life could be easy if only you would always remember Me and turn to Me
with every worry and trouble. You only need to place every stress at My feet
imploring me to take the burden from you or to help you carry it. But since you
lack this total trust you have to carry your burden yourselves and thus often lead
a hard earthly existence. Your belief in Me and My help is not very strong or you
would not make every effort to dispose of your worries yourselves, instead you
would rely far more on the One Who’s love and power is so great that He always
wants and can help. And again, earthly hardship should make you remember
Me .... It should push you towards the Father, it should make you search for your
God and Father Who then certainly also would allow Himself to be found.
People walk on earth, every one with his worry, his sorrow .... And I would
be willing to help every one of you, but every one of you also has to approach
Me for help. Because it would not be right if I would take all his suffering and
his worry from him without this conscious appeal to Me for help .... It would
not be right because then people would remember Me even less and because a
carefree way of life would not result in any kind of spiritual success unless the
human being is already so sincerely united with Me that he no longer needs the
kind of worries which are intended to lead him to Me. But his course of life can
be peaceful and calm when he has established this relationship with Me, when
he comes to Me as soon as something disturbs him until he finally no longer
undertakes anything without having communicated with Me first, that I Myself
shall guide all his thoughts, words and actions ....
The earthly life could indeed be easy for you because the close bond with Me
also protects you from all attacks by My opponent, who is your enemy and
who would like to corrupt you by confusing your thoughts, and by means of
constant unrest stops you from inner contemplation. Just imagine two extremely
powerful Lords whose views and deeds are completely opposing each other ....
One only gives love and His gifts bestow peace upon you, He is always willing
to help and His power cannot be exceeded .... while the other only wants to hurt
you and all his contributions will merely lead to destruction .... Do you still find
it difficult to decide which Lord to follow?
I will always accept you, I will not close My ear to any call sent to Me in
distress and worry because I Am only waiting for My living creations to turn
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to Me and by doing so to acknowledge Me as loving power to Whom nothing
is impossible. And don’t remember Me only during times of hardship but
always and constantly and you will be blessed and approach Me more and more
trustingly as soon as you feel troubled ....
If you walk with Me your earthly life need not be difficult because then you
have an ever helpful companion at your side Who carries your burden for you,
Who guides you and removes every stone on your path, Who cares for you like
a father cares for his children that they will not go astray or fall .... Who is always
there for them when they need Him. But this companion must be consciously
requested and even though I Am always standing by the wayside and know of
everyone’s burden and worry .... the person who doesn’t remember Me has to
continue to carry this burden until he has found Me ....
unless he is so distant from Me that My opponent remains his master, who then
will take his burden too but also his soul .... And thus you can even be grateful if
you experience worries and hardship at times because then you know that you
are not lost yet and still guided by My love which wants to achieve that you turn
to Me so that I can help you in every need ....

Amen

BD 7303 received 10.03.1959

Sincere longing for unification with God ....

Take me into your heart, that is to say, sincerely long for unification with Me
.... I will take care of anyone who harbours this genuine will and he will unite
with Me forever because he has changed his will which once had turned away
from Me, he has bonded with Me again just as he once had separated from
Me. The greatest evil in the world is that people live with a certain indifference,
an indifference towards Me, Whom perhaps they might still accept, but they
barely know or grasp the connection with their God and Creator because they
do not analyse themselves. By and large they walk their earthly path not without
knowledge of Me but nevertheless without meaningful faith .... but mainly due
to indifference .... except for people who clearly oppose Me .... But I mean those
who are indifferent, who are the majority, who outwardly claim to believe in
Me and yet hardly if ever involve themselves with Me .... They have not yet
taken Me into their ‘hearts’, their will is not yet sincerely focussed on the union
with Me, although they would deny this to their fellow human beings. But I
know the degree of longing for Me and I want to be accepted in your hearts, I
want your thoughts to involve themselves with Me so that you feel motivated to
develop the close bond with Me .... so that you have that very will to unite with
Me again, from Whom you once had voluntarily separated ....
It is precisely this honest will which can cause a complete change of your lifestyle
and your inner being, but without this honest will you cannot even achieve
a minor change of attitude, since your indifference will give My opponent
the welcome opportunity to step between Me and you and truly successfully
exercise his influence. I cannot walk with you because your heart is not sincerely
searching for Me yet and therefore I cannot keep My opponent away either when
he attaches himself to you. But without Me you will not have the strength to
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resist him, you will only too gladly agree to his plans because he will promise
you worldly goods in return .... However, if you have the sincere wish of heart
that I should be close to you then your will applies to Me, and then I will be
able to push him away and thus will be truly close to you .... then you will have
accepted Me in your heart and walk the right path to Me. With other words,
once I have taken possession of your heart you will never lose Me again in all
eternity because you had truthfully desired it.
And you all should give account to yourselves of the direction of your innermost
will. You all should ask yourselves what you love most on earth, whether you
still prefer worldly things or whether My presence alone is so desirable that you
are willing to give up everything for My sake. If you are able to do the latter you
are truly on the right path and your sincere will shall be rewarded, because now
you will not waste any time which you could spend in My company because
your heart will increasingly long to receive Me and such longing shall always
be granted. For I too long for My children and want that they will return to Me
again one day, Whom they had left due to their wrongly directed will .... which
they have to change again towards Me, towards their eternal Father ....

Amen

BD 7435 received 23.10.1959

Utilisation of the short life time ....

You don’t need much time for your souls to mature, you can develop your soul
within a short period of time in a way that its certain fate is to enter the realm of
light when it removes its earthly body .... But you must sincerely want your soul
to mature and apply for God for help in order to achieve it since you are unable
to do so by yourself. Your own will is too weak and you constantly return to the
love for the world, you cannot overcome your love of self and are time and again
pushed off the path which you want to walk for your salvation. However, if you
turn to God for help He will guide your thoughts to Jesus Christ, the Divine
Redeemer, because you receive your strength of will from Him. Although you
are calling on the same God but in doing so you acknowledge the act of Salvation
and thus the Divine Redeemer, Who has to be acknowledged if you want to
share the graces of the act of Salvation. To call on Him guarantees strengthening
of will even if you have to fight against the temptations of the world behind
which God’s enemy is hiding, who repeatedly tries to cause your fall. But you
receive strength and each time again find the firm will to reach perfection on
this earth, and then you can be certain to reach your goal.
The intensity and depth of feeling of your bond with Jesus Christ is the key to
how much time you need for your souls to become fully mature. And this depth
of feeling in turn depends on the degree of love you have for God and your
fellow human beings. Love is everything. Love establishes the union with God
in Jesus Christ, love fortifies the will, and love gives strength to accomplish the
psychological task on oneself which, as a result, guarantees complete maturity
of soul. But you should not make the big mistake to believe that you still have a
lot of time for this psychological task, you should never delay your aspirations
until later because you don’t know how long your reprieve lasts, how long you
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live on this earth .... You don’t know when your last day arrives and should live
as if you are called back tomorrow and have to give account to your God and
Creator. You do not have a long time to live even if you are granted the time
until the end.
But you even have to thank God should He not allow you to experience the end
if, due to your own negligence, your maturity of soul is still imperfect .... You
have to thank God if you are called away before and still get the mercy to mature
in the beyond, that you won’t fall victim to God’s opponent and his intrigue ....
There is not much time left and thus you should utilise it to the best of your
ability and you can mature fully within a very short time if you are of good will
....

Amen

BD 8328 received 13.11.1962

God’s ceaseless help on the earthly path ....

I forever want to bestow My gifts on you because My love knows no limits ....
And if a person consent My direct action in himself then it is also his will to
receive My gifts, then it does not amount to compulsory faith since he opens
himself to My gift of grace because he believes in Me .... But I cannot work
openly where this faith is absent, therefore no human being will hear My voice
if he does not enter into conscious contact with Me due to his living faith as a
result of love .... I want to give people whatever they need, be they spiritual or
worldly possessions, for as long as My living creations are still imperfect they
require constant support to accomplish perfection; and for as long as they live
on earth as human beings they also need earthly support in every sense. But
only I know to what extend ....
I know the state of the soul’s maturity and thus I also know what it needs to
mature .... But I also know of its earthly needs, I know what can be useful for the
soul and what causes it harm and I give to everyone according to his nature ....
because not all human beings have the same nature. Due to your pre-existence,
due to your development through the creation, every soul had shaped itself
differently, thus I have to take care of everyone individually in order to give
him what he needs .... Even earthly I have to consider you differently since your
soul’s condition necessitates this. You all need My particular care, therefore
you should believe that everyone’s spiritual success, which I intend to advance
by using the right means, is close to My heart .... My love wants to guide you
into highest maturity because I want and can make you infinitely happy in My
kingdom.
Since you voluntarily turned away from Me some time ago and thus your
imperfect state is you own fault everything you receive is a means of grace.
My love will not cease until you are united with Me again because you came
from My love and irrevocably return to Me again one day. But you can be
certain that My means of grace are successful, just don’t resist them, you should
not close yourselves to My love by opposing Me, by giving yourselves to My
adversary who will use any means to prevent your return to Me .... I require
of you a conscious change towards Me which simultaneously means a turning
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away from My adversary .... But then My love takes hold of you and eternally
will not let you fall again ....
However, if you have no room for thought of Me in your hearts then it belongs
to My adversary, and then it is only filled with worldly thoughts, with earthly
wishes, with all kinds of lust, and then he has taken complete ownership of your
(hearts) soul and can only be cast out with great difficulty. Although My love
will persistently attempt to bring about a change of your will with all manner
of strokes of fate but you always have to fight yourselves to change the direction
of your nature. And you cannot be forced to do so, thus I cannot talk to you
directly, because such a communication would amount to a compulsion of faith
and will. You have to take the path to Me voluntarily and truly, you will find
helpers everywhere to ease your path and carry a light ahead of you so that you
may know the way. And then I will accompany you Myself, I will offer Myself
as your guide and you are blessed if you accept My guidance and completely
surrender yourselves to Me .... Admittedly, I will guide you away from the
world but you won’t look back, you no longer desire the realm you have left
voluntarily, instead your eyes will be directed upwards and only seek one goal,
Myself ....
And you worldly people can believe that I will fight for your souls and pursue
you with the same care, that I will cross your path time and again because I
don’t want to lose you, I want to direct your mind towards spiritual possessions
which are eternally unchanging, and therefore I want to open your eyes to the
fleeting nature of the world .... You still have a short time during which My
love and grace pursues you, as long as you don’t resist Me you will be blessed
with My love and grace .... And I will talk to you time and again through My
servants, I will give you a most effective means of grace if you don’t oppose Me
and consciously accept My grace ....

Amen

Strengthening the soul with the Word of God

BD 7327 received 06.04.1959

The blessing of spiritual work ....

Active spiritual work increasingly releases you from the material world and you
become its conqueror as well as its master. The more you occupy yourselves
with spiritual work the more the soul releases itself from its physical form even
though you live on earth, yet it raises itself into other spheres, it enters the path
to its true home, it is just a guest on this earth which has not forgotten its true
home but steadily strives towards it. But what does the ‘spiritual work’, which
lifts you from the earth’s sphere, consist of? ....
Every thought concerning the spiritual world initiates such spiritual work
because as soon as the soul grasps the thoughts which come from that world
the beings of light enter into contact with it and, as you might say, enter into
conversation, i.e. one thought develops into another, the thoughts lead to God
and in turn open the dialogue with God and the effect is that the human being
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now talks to his fellow human beings about spiritual matters, that he is no longer
content with worldly knowledge, that all his thoughts reach precisely into that
spiritual sphere from where he is now taught, from where his soul now receives
spiritual nourishment. In this manner the soul matures fully, it will persuade the
body to conduct itself during earthly life in accordance to its spiritual insights,
the human being will work on himself, he will live consciously, i.e. he will be
conscious of the purpose of his existence and his goal and make an effort to
achieve this goal. Although he continues to live his earthly life he won’t consider
it the most important issue but his thoughts will repeatedly lift themselves into
the kingdom which is not of this world. And he cannot help himself but work
on behalf of this kingdom by seeking to encourage his fellow human beings
to take more notice of the spiritual kingdom than of worldly life, he will draw
their attention to the emptiness of a worldly orientated life .... he will have
conversations with other people about the cross of Golgotha .... he cannot help
himself but mention the Divine Redeemer Jesus Christ time after time because
the spiritual kingdom captivates him as well as Jesus Christ Himself, Who takes
pleasure in His children who love and strive to follow Him.

You will learn to appreciate the value of an earthly life which enables you to
be spiritually active and which offers spiritual success for your soul .... Because
you are guided by beings of light to whom you are assigned for care during
your earthly life. And their influence will not cease and only ever relate to your
soul which can only profit from spiritual activity, which will mature fully during
earthly life and also is a shining example to your fellow human beings. Because
a spiritually striving soul is outwardly recognisable by constantly working for
the kingdom of God and always performing labours of love in God’s vineyard as
it feels the inner urge to serve God and to lead other souls back to Him, because
its inner love expresses itself at all times in work for God and His kingdom ....

Amen

BD 5771 received 17.09.1953

Guests at the table of the Lord ....

Come to My table and you will receive food and drink as nourishment for your
soul .... What more do you need than what serves to strengthen your soul? What
can you be lacking when your soul is provided for .... when you first strive to
benefit your soul .... Then you completely fulfil your purpose of earthly life and
the body will also have what it needs as long as it is inhabited by the soul. And
I surely know how long your soul needs its cover, how long you have to live on
earth as a human being to achieve the necessary maturity for your soul. And
for that time the body will be sustained too. Therefore, if you desire something
from Me only for your soul you will receive plenty, your soul need not starve
and the body will have in abundance too because you first make the effort to
carry out My will, to receive My Word, to listen to Me, and therefore you are
guests at the table of the Lord who are ready to receive. I forever want to give
you food for your soul, I want you to feed yourselves with the bread of heaven,
to accept My Word which provides strength for your soul to ascend.
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And I want you to ask Me often for this, I want that you are always willing
to listen to Me when I talk to you .... I constantly invite you to be My guests
whom I want to refresh with bread and wine, with My flesh and My blood ....
with everything that the soul needs to increase in light and strength .... And
that is why I always send forth My servants to call people from the street into
My welcoming house .... All are called to come to Me and be My guests if they
want.
But My house is away from the broad road and thus they have to leave it if they
want to find Me but they will never regret it because on the broad road they
will never find the delicious refreshment they are offered at My table. And they
always long for more, the more often they have been My guest. Yet they have to
come to Me voluntarily because, although I send them messengers, I will not
force anyone to come to My feast; however, those who refuse to follow My call
will remain empty-handed since the world cannot offer what My love wants to
give to them .... My Word, which is strength and light and life, to guide them
into blissfulness ....

Amen

BD 6768 received 21. - 23.2.1957

Beneficial effect of God’s Word ....
Awakening - Life ....

My Words are spirit and life for you .... You cannot remain in a dead state when
you permit My Words to enter your heart, you must feel the strength of My
Word and with this strength become active, hence alive .... When the Word
touches your hearts then you have come into contact with Me because of My
Words, or you would not hear My voice even though you hear the words. For
that reason I ask that you allow My Word to enter your heart, don’t let the ear
just hear so that the Word won’t merely pass you by without meaning. You must
hear Me talk to you Myself and you can only do that when you give yourselves to
Him, Who speaks to you .... when you open your hearts, when you consciously
and attentively listen to what your God and Father wants to tell you. Then you
truly receive strength in abundance and you find life. What you now receive
because of My love will give you life because I feel sorry for you as long as you
are still dead in spirit. For you are not in a perfect condition even if you believe
that you are in full possession of strength on earth .... The life I want to give you
is not comparable to earthly life .... You are supposed to achieve the life of the
soul and this life is a gift that you all can receive if you desire it. But it can only
be given to you by Him Who is life Himself .... The flow of life only comes from
Me but it eternally flows to human beings by means of My Word which is the
emission of My strength of love and therefore has to be revitalising as soon as it
touches the dead. And you either consent to this touch or repel it .... Thus you
yourselves decide over life and death of your soul.
Consequently you should understand that I, Who since eternity Am the Word
Myself, only aim to give life to the hitherto dead by sending My Word to earth
and that the acceptance of My Word thus has to be of the greatest significance
for you .... because it saves you with certainty from a degrading and wretched
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condition. Because no divine gift remains ineffective if only you humans would
allow it to take effect. Thus My Word must also have an extremely beneficial
effect on you in as much as you can feel its influence on yourselves, you must
irrevocably feel urged to live in accordance to My Word, that is, to carry out
My will which is made known to you by means of My Word .... But you should
not resist it, you must hear it willingly and allow yourselves to be guided by it
in order to live your life accordingly .... Then you will accomplish the greatest
spiritual achievements, you will acquire the necessary maturity of soul and
enter the realm of light after the death of your bodies. Thus you have a definite
means, a means of undeniably beneficial effect for your soul .... Yet only few
people make use of this beneficial means .... And My divine flow of strength
cannot touch their souls who walk their earthly path ailing and miserable and
depart from this world without success. As a result the most effective means is
not or only rarely heeded and unusual spiritual experiences, which would be
more noticed, cannot always be applied since they would compel to believe and
therefore the success for the soul would scarcely be worth mentioning unless
they internalise the person and make him receptive for My Word .... My wisdom
perceives this in advance and therefore it may appear at times as if a human
being was bestowed by Me with unusual gifts of grace which guarantee him an
easier ascent .... I know the degree of a soul’s maturity, I also know when the
resistance of a soul has become so weak that it only requires a slight spiritual
experience to break down this resistance .... And in that case the acceptance for
My Word is present too, and now every soul has to perform the same work: to
voluntarily live in accordance to My Word .... only then the unusual gift of grace
has been utilised and subsequently My Word will have the same effect on him,
because it is strength in itself and now raises the dead.

When I speak to a human being it has to have a healing effect on a fatally ill
soul because it comes into direct contact with the energy of life .... but the same
success cannot be expected where My Word is opposed because this opposition
does not allow a favourable effect .... it is, after all, a repeated sin against My love
and a sin never results in a positive effect .... But you humans could easily receive
life and therefore strength too. Every human being has the opportunity to hear
My Word, to read it or to speak to Me in thought himself. Even if he is fully in
the world .... it would be possible for everyone to disassociate themselves from
the world for a short period of time and to offer nourishment to the soul: to get
engrossed with My Word and thus voluntarily make the connection with Him,
Who has to be acknowledged as God and Creator. And I would truly bless his
will, I would meet him and talk to him in such a way that he would time and
again request to hear Me and My Word .... But the world replaces every thought
of Me, My Word is carelessly ignored, the opportunities to hear My Word are
even considered intrusive and the rejection of My gift of love comes so evidently
to the forefront that it is not surprising that humanity is ever more overcome by
weakness .... that the lowest spiritual level becomes ever more noticeable and
that My opponent is winning authority over the human beings who themselves
prevent every supply of strength. They would not even benefit from unusual
gifts of grace as these would be ineffective because the people don’t want to see
the light brought forth to them. Thus humanity causes the end of this earth
themselves because a significant ascent can no longer be made, human life
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on this earth is not being utilised and therefore has become without purpose
.... First an order has to be established that makes a progressive development
possible again .... And I certainly will put this order in place as soon as the hour
has arrived, as it is decided since eternity .... because human beings shall attain
life and not remain in a dead state eternally ....

Amen

BD 7255 received 14.01.1959

Scrutiny of spiritual values for divine origin ....

You can only receive spiritual food directly from Me, therefore everything
offered to you as ‘spiritual nourishment’ has to be scrutinised for its origin.
Indeed all presenters of the divine Word claim to offer the pure truth from
Me but in that case all presenters would also teach the same, there should be
no different schools of thought or denominations all of which, however, differ
from each other in their teachings. Consequently it is absolutely necessary to
examine which teachings can be traced back to Me as the originator. And that
requires thinking about .... which is not to say that thinking alone results into an
undisputed judgment because that too might lead to different results of thought
.... intelligence alone is therefore not decisive for the judgment of the claim of
truth in spiritual values. But at least the desire for truth is a step forward, given
that the human being actually thinks about whether he was offered the truth or
a misleading notion.
Then the will for truth ensures his correct reasoning during the ‘investigation’
for truth, the person begins to critically review what is offered to him. And
such a review is necessary because misguided spiritual values do not have the
sanctifying strength to heal the soul so that it can fully mature and feed itself
with the food it needs. A misguided doctrine is not the right food for the soul,
on the contrary, it can even contribute that the soul remains ailing and weak and
yet does nothing to recover .... because the human being simply fails to notice
that he is given unsuitable nourishment. Hence spiritual food has to originate
from the kingdom to which the soul should return one day because it is only
a guest on this earth to become suitable for the spiritual kingdom. Therefore
it has to become suitable by way of food and drink, by way of nourishment
which helps it to achieve a certain maturity of soul. And this maturity in turn
is necessary to enter the realm of light, which is the soul’s true home but which
requires the soul to be in a state which it must first accomplish on earth.
And now I Am offering the right food, and blessed are those who accept the
heavenly bread directly from My hands, blessed are those, who do not look
elsewhere for nourishment, blessed are those, who drink from the source and
refresh themselves for their pilgrim’s journey across the earth. Their souls will
mature with certainty and become suitable for the spiritual kingdom .... but not
the souls of those who accept misguided values, whose nourishment is impure
and can no longer claim to have been given by My hand. They will not derive
much healing power from the food they accept and would do well to retrace the
river’s flow to discover whether it leads to the right source .... whether I Myself
Am the provider of what they are offered. And now they much rather take their
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nourishment from the source. Now the human being is no longer satisfied with
a diluted teaching, now he can also judge for himself what is beneficial for
the development of his soul because he can sense the truth when he is given
strengthening food and stimulating drink, the truth which he previously could
barely feel.
The soul which is ailing and wants to get well needs healthy and strengthening
nourishment. And no soul walking across the earth is fully mature; each one
needs support, it needs food and drink which enlivens and restores it, which
returns it to the state it once was but which can only be guaranteed by My hand
.... when the human being takes the direct path to Me and now allows himself
to accept food and drink from Me. Then the soul will recover, it will approach
its perfection because what is given by Me can only be a blessing for the soul ....
because My love wants to help the soul to get the life which it will never lose
again ....

Amen

BD 8385 received 19.01.1963

Feeding the soul is a priority ....
Communion ....

I repeatedly have to impress on you the distress you soul experiences if it does
not receive the right kind of nourishment. After all, the most important thing
in earthly life is to provide your soul with everything it requires to reach the
goal which is its reason for living on earth. It is supposed to mature fully and
needs the right nourishment, it needs appropriate food and drink that directs it
to a life which guarantees it the greatest happiness .... An immature soul cannot
enter My kingdom of light, it must have matured fully on earth and is living on
earth for this purpose .... You take the greatest care to maintain the life of its
physical cover, the human body, everything is done that it stays preserved and
feels as comfortable as possible ....
Yet you do little for your soul .... even though it needs good, healthy nourishment
for its eternal continuation far more, whereas the body is transient and its
lifespan might well be quite short .... At the beginning of its incarnation as
human being the soul is mainly weak and ailing and should be helped to
overcome its helpless condition. It should receive the right food and drink to
become purified during earthly life and be handed the right medicine so that it
can recover and leave its earthly body fully matured when the hour has come to
exchange its life on earth with the spiritual kingdom to be infinitely happy. And
the right food can only be offered by means of My Word because then it receives
its strength and support directly from Me and I will indeed only offer what
serves the soul to achieve perfection .... But I need your free will to do so and
therefore you have to come to My table yourselves and accept the nourishment
for your soul from Me directly.
Time and again I invite you to be My guests, to refresh and strengthen yourselves
at My table and to receive the right food and drink from Me because they are
necessary for your soul’s successful earthly progress. After all, the human being
only lives on earth to achieve the soul’s full maturity .... His body is merely the
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physical cover for the spirit which has almost completed the process of return
and just needs to pass its test of volition to be finally admitted into the spiritual
kingdom. Of course the body also needs its due to exist and to carry out its task
to serve the soul, but taking care of the soul should be priority and you should
offer the soul everything it needs to mature completely. And since the soul is
the spirit within the human being it can only be given spiritual food and drink.
Therefore My Word is and remains its right nourishment which I offer you in
all fullness if only you give Me the opportunity to speak to you and after that
live in accordance with My Word. Then the soul cannot fail, it will irrevocably
shape itself to constantly come closer to Me; since every contribution of My
strength, which it receives through My Word, helps to transform itself into its
original nature .... because it reforms itself and can now also get consistently
more enlightened by the light of My love ....

You humans have to hear My Word many times, then you give your soul the
right nourishment which won’t remain unsuccessful. For this reason you should
constantly come to My table and hold communion with Me and indeed, your
soul will be grateful that you nourish it first. Then your earthly progress is not
in vain as your soul will constantly come closer to Me until one day the ultimate
unity is achieved and the soul can create and work in light and liberty with Me
in My kingdom again ....

Amen

Thoughts about death

BD 1798 received 31.01.1941

Hour of death ....

The hour of death has become the subject of insurmountable fear for many
people, they are anxious and afraid of every thought of it, and this is always
a sign of insufficient maturity of soul. The soul unconsciously recognises its
deficient condition and perceives that the death of the body is the end of its
earthly existence .... it intuitively senses that it has not made the best use of its
earthly life, hence the human being finds the thought of death frightening. The
uncertainty after death disturbs him, he is full of doubt about life after death
yet he is not entirely convinced that his life is finally over either. And precisely
this uncertainty about the ‘afterwards’ makes him anxious about the hour of
separation from this world. The more mature a human being is the less he is
affected by the thought of death, the reason for this rests in the realisation that
the real life does not start until after the death of the body. Prerequisite for
entering the spheres of light is the ability to surrender the earthly life with an
easy heart as then the human being is no longer attached to earthly possession,
he has overcome matter ....

Everything the human being leaves behind on earth are earthly possessions
which should no longer be desired but gladly and joyfully abandoned. Every-
thing the human being holds dear on earth he should be able to give up with
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an easy heart, then his departure from the world is easy. There should be noth-
ing to hold a person back or the release from earth would always be a fight.
Consequently every desire should be overcome at an early stage so that death
can approach the human being at any hour and never take him by surprise.
Equally decisive for the physical ending of the human being is the will for God
because anyone who longs for God is happy when his earthly life comes to an
end. Spiritually he is already in those spheres and just yearns for the hour which
finally takes him where the spirit wants to go, to his true home. Hence the hour
of death can mean anxiety, fear and horror for one person, while for the other it
can be the granting of what he had long dreamt of and hoped for. It is the release
from every form for him, it denotes his entrance into the eternal kingdom, into
everlasting glory ....
What the human being regards as death can be his entrance into eternal life if
he has lived life consciously, i.e. with God, and is therefore mature for life in
eternity .... However, it can also really signify death, the soul senses this and
fears the hour that will inevitably come when the time of earthly life, which God
has designated for the human being, is concluded. Every human being should
therefore think of the hour of his death and in view of it live his earthly life
consciously, i.e. to improve his soul that it may achieve the degree of maturity
which guarantees an easy and painless passing over from earth into the eternal
kingdom ....

Amen

BD 2912 received 06.10.1943

Keep death in mind ....

Imagine the hour of your death and ask yourselves whether you are well
prepared for eternity .... Consider your relationship with God and how you have
used the pound He has given you for your time on earth .... Ask yourselves
whether you could stand before God’s judgment seat, whether your earthly life
is right with God, whether you have shown love, and whether you are ready
to depart from earth at any hour without fear of having to give account to God
.... Consider that your strength will also come to an end with death and that
you cannot do anything by yourselves if you depart from this earth with an
immature soul. Ask yourselves whether you are satisfied with yourselves and
can depart from this world in peace .... And exercise the strictest self criticism,
and after that make an effort to perfect yourselves ....
Make use of every day that is given to you, as long as you are on earth you
can still achieve a lot. You have the opportunity to purify yourselves even now,
because you have the strength to do so and can increase it with actions of love
.... Keep death in mind and recognise yourselves as a weak creature who cannot
delay for an hour once God has determined your hour of death. And with deeply
felt sincerity ask God for His mercy, for His grace, for His support, that He will
give you His love and with His love also the strength which guarantees your
ascent. Keep only this goal in mind, that you may awaken to eternal life when
your earthly life is over, and then live in accord with this goal, carry out God’s
will and always think that every day could be your last day on earth .... Then you
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will prepare yourselves, you will live consciously and without fear pass across
into the kingdom of peace, your true home ....

Amen

BD 7959 received 06.08.1961

Conclusion of earthly progress only with Jesus Christ ....

You have come a long way already but the fact that you are still walking on earth
is proof that you have not yet concluded your path of development .... with
exception of those who incarnated on earth for the purpose of a spiritual mission
and whose souls thus had previously covered this progress of development and
had found admission in the realm of light .... But I speak to you humans who
are not yet perfect, who once had deserted Me and had to walk this long path
of development so that you can now, at the human stage, voluntarily take the
last test of will, the passing of which ensures your entry into the realm of light.
Hence you are not yet perfect but you have ascended from the deepest depth
to the height, if only by law of compulsion .... The depth had to release you
because My will had intended this long path for you which pulled you away
from the force of My adversary, or your ascent would have been impossible ....
But now he is given his rights once again because you are still his property since
you formerly had followed him into the depths voluntarily and this free will
has not yet made the new decision: for him or against Me, Who longs for your
return but will not force you if you willingly want to stay with him.
Thus, at the human stage My adversary once again applies his power by in-
fluencing your will but he is unable to force it as you have to decide of your
own accord which Lord you choose. However, I cannot stop him using all his
persuasions to chain you to himself .... I cannot stop him from using ploys and
to tempt you, only to keep your soul or to regain it if he has already lost it .... You
now have to face him voluntarily yourselves and fight against him if you want to
free yourselves from him. And you really need not fear his strength because you
have a strong Helper by your side Whom you only need to ask to win the battle
with Him: Jesus Christ, your Redeemer from sin and death .... Even though you,
as human being, have already overcome the deepest abyss, even though you,
due to My help, have also come considerably closer to Me during the infinitely
long period of development .... yet the burden of your original sin due to your
desertion from Me constantly pushes you down again and you would never be
able to resist the will of My adversary if Jesus Christ would not help you, if He
would not give you an intensified will which He Himself had acquired for you
by His death on the cross.
My adversary’s power over you is too great that you could resist it with your
own strength .... But you are guaranteed a supply of strength by just giving
yourselves to Jesus Christ and requesting Him to take upon Himself the guilt of
which you are not yet released and which therefore inescapably chains you to My
adversary .... Jesus Christ, in Whom I manifested Myself, will now take on the
guilt because with His death on the cross He has paid the purchase price for all
souls to the adversary who now has to release the souls, if they themselves want
it .... And with His help you can conclude the path of your earthly life, with His
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help you can become free of all guilt and enter through the gate into the realm of
light, which otherwise is closed to you, but which will be opened by Jesus Christ
for all souls who voluntarily have decided to take the way to the cross to liberate
themselves from the burden of sin. As human being on earth you only have a
short time at your disposal but it is sufficient to completely release yourselves
from every form, however, this always depends on the human being’s attitude
towards the Divine Redeemer Jesus Christ .... because your former sin consisted
of your rejection of Me and in the resistance of My strength of love .... In Jesus
Christ, however, you shall know and acknowledge Me Myself, then you will
also consciously accept My strength of love again and then nothing stands in the
way of your unity with Me .... Then the infinite long walk through the creations
of earth and as earthly human being has led to the right goal .... it resulted in
your liberation and you are once again candidates for My kingdom which will
admit you and offer you blessings as it was in the beginning ....

Amen

Life in the beyond

BD 4455 received 09.10.1948

Gathering spiritual treasures on earth ....
Regret in the beyond ....

Anyone who has not gathered spiritual treasures for himself on earth and thus
enters the gates of the beyond empty handed is one of the poorest in the spiritual
kingdom. I would like to spare you this fate because you will experience bitter
regret when you look back and see the many missed opportunities. Poverty in
the spiritual kingdom is so depressing and hopeless that it will torment you
and completely paralyse your will, as a result you will hardly be able to deliver
yourselves from this painful state. And yet it is so easy to acquire spiritual
possessions on earth if only you thought of Me and desired to speak to Me.
Merely this desire guarantees receipt of My Word in different ways .... You will
always be shown where you can receive My Word if you do not accept it from Me
in your thoughts, that is, if you cannot recognise My voice in your thoughts.
However, it is certain that you will feel the inner motivation to do kind deeds
as soon as you contact Me in thought and thus intend to get in touch with Me.
I announce Myself by prompting you to love because only then can I enter into
complete union with you. Thus, first of all I inspire you to actions of love, and
this directly through the inner voice or through external advice and reminders
by the deliverers of My Word who only preach love. If you listen to them and
follow the Word then you will also gather spiritual possessions and acquire
riches which will remain with you eternally, which cannot be taken from you
on earth or in the beyond and which will increase in the same way, even when
you constantly share them. To enter the kingdom on the other side blessed with
such possessions is truly most desirable as it assures your eternal life in the
spiritual kingdom, a life of activity which can only be called enjoyable and will
be felt by you as a great blessing.
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But those who enter completely empty handed will find it very difficult to
acquire spiritual wealth even though it is not entirely hopeless. Even there the
gospel will be taught to the soul but, like on earth, it is not forced to accept it;
like on earth, acceptance depends on its will which, however, is extraordinarily
weakened and cannot make the right decision without the help of additional
strength. And this input of strength in turn depends on the will of the soul to use
it for deeds of love .... or on the loving intercession of a human being. For that
reason you cannot have enough compassion for these poor souls who urgently
require your help because they neglected to gather spiritual treasures on earth
to make their state in the beyond a happy one. Their poverty is great but people
do not listen to My Word, they do not believe and therefore enter the kingdom
on the other side poor and with darkened spirit ....

Amen

BD 6054 received 16.09.1954

Fate in the beyond corresponds to thoughts and wishes on earth ....

Your thoughts and wishes on this earth will be your fate in the spiritual kingdom
after the death of your body. If you searched for light and truth on this earth,
light will be waiting for you over there .... if you preferred the darkness because
earthly matter had deluded you, then you will stay in dark surroundings over
there too, in a realm where you feel unhappy for lack of light. Yet it will happen
in accordance with your will .... Light is constantly made available to you on
earth and the path to eternal life is clearly and brightly illuminated, you need
only enter it to find the kingdom of light after the death of your body .... If,
however, you escape the light, if you walk the dark path, then you can only
arrive in dark regions too ....
You humans occupy yourselves very little indeed with what happens to you after
your physical death .... You dismiss such thoughts from your mind when they
occur to you, you constantly turn towards the world and its matter, and since
this is transient you cannot take it with you into the spiritual realm. If material
goods are your only riches on earth you will indeed arrive poor and naked in
the spiritual kingdom .... Why do you not gather possessions on earth which are
long-lasting, which accompany you on your way into the beyond ....why do you
only lust after the transient possessions of this world?
The consequences of your way of life are presented to you time after time, your
attention is drawn to your fate after your departure from this earth .... yet you
pay little attention to the warnings and reprimands, you scrupulously carry on
living from day to day even though you could be called to your final resting
place tomorrow .... And then you will receive what you desired on earth .... light
or darkness .... you can’t be given anything else but what you acquired during
your life on earth. Consequently, as long as you live on earth think of the time
after your death, think of your soul which is immortal and whose fate in the
beyond you prepare while you live on earth .... strive towards the light on earth
and create your soul’s happiness in the spiritual realm ....

Amen
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BD 6022 received 13.08.1954

In the Father’s house are many mansions ....

In the Father’s house are many mansions .... The mansions I have prepared for
all souls correspond to their maturity at the time of their earthly departure.
Accordingly they are very different and are abodes for the souls for as long as
they are content with them, although they can be changed, which is the soul’s
own responsibility. The soul’s surrounding in the spiritual kingdom depends
on its character at the time of its physical death .... radiant, bright, offering the
spiritual eye a magnificent vision of breathtaking harmony which fills it with
happiness beyond description .... or bleak and cold, squalid and disturbing,
turbulent, dreary and depressing, causing the soul unhappiness and wishing
itself to leave this environment. And yet it can only be offered what it had
acquired for itself on earth, it cannot be moved into blissful realms to which it
had never aspired nor can it be given light because this would consume the soul
due to its immature state. Nevertheless, every soul has the option whether it
wants to improve its environment.

And to awaken this wish is the work of innumerable spiritual beings of light
which descend into poorly lit mansions to inspire their inhabitants to improve
their fate and their surroundings. Yet even this has to happen such that it does
not force the soul’s will but results in its own desire. Hence they do not perceive
the beings of light as such, instead the beings of light join them by using the
same cover as the souls and request to be admitted, then they will seek to guide
the souls’ thoughts to change their present situation .... The souls’ will has to be
motivated to improve their fate; and as soon as the will is motivated the soul
will suddenly find itself amongst needy souls who request its help, and now it
depends on whether it listens to their appeals, whether it is willing and attempts
to help them ....

The stronger its impulse to help the more alive it will feel and darkness will give
way to a faint twilight which gladdens the soul immensely and increases its will
to love. Imperceptibly its environment assumes another shape as the twilight
shines through until everything appears clearly to the soul’s eyes and its state
seems to have improved considerably .... Yet it is always up to the soul’s will
whether it continues to be helpful or whether it contents itself with its present
situation .... which, however, worsens again if it stops making an effort.

Every soul will find what it wants; and if it longs for light, for love and supreme
happiness it will certainly achieve its goal and arrive in extremely charming
regions where everything is enlightened and where it can settle for as long as it
wishes .... Because it also gives what it requests for itself, and this love changes
the soul’s nature, the love which it receives from the beings of light if it is not
entirely obstinate in refusing to ascend from the poorly lit depth and resists
all assistance and indignantly rejects every suggestion. Then it also has what it
wants .... darkness, which will become incessantly more agonising in order to
motivate the souls to change their will.

And for that reason I spoke the Words: ‘In My Father’s house are many mansions
....’ Although the condition of every soul is taken into account no soul is forced
to remain where it is sent after its physical death .... it will be admitted wherever
its will takes it .... it is able to arrange its own surroundings according to its
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will and thus it can elevate itself from the lowest realms into radiant heights
.... providing it takes notice of those whom it encounters as messengers from
above, although not recognised by the soul as long as it is without light itself
but so touched by their will to love that its own love gets kindled and therefore
the path upwards becomes clear .... Eternal love Itself descends into the abyss
to elevate what will not resist .... I also redeem the souls from the darkness and
countless beings of light take part in this work .... They all help to build those
mansions to improve the fate of the souls; they all radiate light and love and
entice countless souls from the darkness into their region .... where there is light
and strength and bliss ....

Amen

BD 6312 received 15.07.1955

Reunion in the beyond ....

There will be a reunion in the spiritual world, you humans can be certain of that
.... But whether a reunion with your loved ones can be granted right after your
departure from this earth depends on your soul’s degree of maturity as well as on
your loved ones souls; if this maturity is not yet sufficiently developed to enable
spiritual vision it has to be acquired first, which could take a long time. Not
until the soul has achieved a certain degree of maturity can it assimilate spiritual
impressions. Hence the soul has to be enlightened to see who is approaching
and although a less mature soul also knows itself to be surrounded by beings,
it cannot recognise them as long as it lacks spiritual vision. After all, the beings’
happiness consists of their ability to communicate with those who were close to
them on earth .... The souls which are already enlightened as a result of their
maturity will therefore always approach their loved ones, either to interact with
equally mature spiritual beings or to assist the weaker souls to achieve maturity
too ....
Consequently, the more mature souls have the ability to recognise the weaker
souls but not vice versa .... because weaker souls should be inspired to strive and
not be compelled on account of proof .... since it would always be proof if they
were approached by a soul of light which it recognises as one with whom it had
been linked on earth .... And thus the joy of reunion once again is a gift of mercy
and the share of the mature spirit, who feels unspeakably happy as a result and
in turn does everything to help the immature souls to the same happiness ....
They support them in the most loving way and never tire to encourage them ....
yet always unknown by them because they approach them in the same cover,
in the same garment. The longing for the souls who were near to them on
earth draws them closer indeed and can be an enormous advance, and when
the moment of recognition comes the souls are infinitely grateful and happy ....
And only then do they realize the care which had been given to them and in
turn attend in the same manner to the souls which still languish in darkness ....
they now help them to ascend because every soul longs for those who were once
close to them on earth.
There will be a reunion, but the time when this is possible is up to you .... If
you have already gained this certain knowledge on earth you will do whatever
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it takes to at least achieve the degree of maturity on earth which allows you to
enter the realms of light where you will be welcomed by those you love and who
can instantly recognise you; or where you can, without being known, begin your
work of deliverance on these souls .... Just take care that you don’t pass to the
other side without knowledge .... take care, that you have already found God in
Jesus Christ so that you .... redeemed by Him .... can enter the spiritual realm
.... Then this entry will give you much happiness because of the joy of reunion
.... However, if you have not attained maturity on earth you may have to wait
a long time .... because everything can only take place in accordance with law,
your freedom of will has to be observed even in the spiritual realm so that you
too may be greatly blessed one day ....

Amen

BD 7627 received 20.06.1960

Unification ....
Blissfulness of the images of God ....

The final aim of your earthly life is the union with Me .... You should have found
unification with Me by the time the hour of your death approaches, you should
pass over into the other realm without fear and dread, you should only change
your abode and move into your parental home which you had left eternities ago
.... You should have found your way home to Me and be happy again, as you were
in the beginning. This is the purpose and goal of your earthly life, and to arrive
at this goal should be your constant ambition, since it is achievable for you. I
Am not demanding the impossible from you. You are My children, you came
from Me and it has to be your natural ambition to return to the Father, because
your Father’s love draws you and because, after all, you were originally created
in My image .... The unity with Me, therefore, has to be more in accordance
with your whole being than the distance .... For this reason you have never been
happy being so far away, and you cannot be happy again until we have been
united, because being united with Me also means being enlightened by My love
again, which is equal to unimaginable bliss. You are My creations and belong
irrevocably to Me ....
You deserted Me due to your misguided will and misguided thinking .... But as
soon as your will and thought are in the right order once more you will also look
for unification with Me, you will do everything to decrease the previous distance
and indeed succeed during your earthly life because I long for this unification
Myself and therefore will help you too .... because My love pulls you and you
cannot resist this love when you have accepted the right order again ....
And you can expect a truly marvellous fate indeed when you have united with
Me .... The realm of light is once again open to you, you can work in strength,
light and freedom in accordance with your will which, however, is also My will
.... You will be able to enjoy the kind of pleasures you have never dreamt of
.... you will see and hear what your eyes and ears have never seen and heard
on earth for I have prepared immeasurable happiness for those who are Mine,
who love Me and therefore have united with Me forever. Because love embraces
Father and child with a heartfelt bond .... love, which should be kindled within
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you during your earthly life and which then radiates through the human heart,
establishes a connection with Me as Eternal love .... the human being can then
accept his original essence again and becomes what I Myself have eternally
been: love ....
And thus the human being who has transformed himself into love once again
has to be inseparably joined to Me, he has to be enlightened by My love as he
was in the beginning, he has to be so close to Me that we are completely merged
by love, and therefore his return to Me must have occurred, which was always
the purpose and goal of his earthly life .... And this relationship can no longer
lead to a return to the abyss .... The being has passed its test of volition, it has
transformed itself from ‘God’s living creation’ into ‘God’s child’, it has achieved
perfection on earth, it has regained all qualities and abilities which it once had
renounced due to its desertion from Me .... And I have achieved My goal ....
My eternal plan of salvation has been successfully completed by that being, i.e.
what I could not ‘create’ has nevertheless been achieved by this plan of salvation:
God-like beings .... Children, whose own free will and not My omnipotence,
has turned them into perfected beings .... Only now have I proper ‘children’ who
are My images in every way .... who can create and work by My side and within
My will and yet use their own will which, however, completely corresponds to
Mine because this is intrinsic to perfection.
You humans can achieve this goal because I Myself long for the unification with
you and truly will do everything to guide you to the goal if your will submits to
mine .... if you willingly accept My guidance, if you fully and consciously strive
for unification with Me and live in love on earth .... Then every gesture of love
shall bring you closer to Me, then you will allow My presence within you, and
then union has to follow because ‘whoever lives in love lives in Me and I in him
....’ Consequently, love is the bond that locks us together and then is eternally
inseparable ....

Amen

Guests on earth

BD 6185 received 06.02.1955

The correct use of time on earth ....

Earthly life is but short yet time in the beyond is infinitely long .... Hence you
humans should use this earthly time well, you should accept every difficulty and
utilise all your strength for the salvation of your soul. You should renounce all
comforts of life and, with your rejection, ensure your claim for spiritual wealth
which will determine your fate in eternity after the death of your body, which
is the only beneficiary of earthly possession but may not keep them forever.
Compared to eternity, earthly life is but a moment and you should not consider
this moment so important .... instead, consider it extremely important for your
soul .... thus constantly evaluate it spiritually. Although during your time on
earth you have a concept of time by which your days and years appear to be
long .... but consider that infinite periods have already preceded this earthly life
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and eternity will follow .... You, however, are only conscious of your lifetime on
earth and therefore it means everything to you.
Nevertheless you know that your body has to die .... you know that everything
earthly is transient, you know that everything your body had found indispens-
able and gave it a sense of well-being cannot be of any use to you after your
death. Therefore consider this first and consider what to expect after the death
of your body .... You can prepare an extremely wonderful existence for your
soul during your earthly life but also a state of agony and darkness .... Time and
again you are told that you will live on .... You are not without knowledge of this
even if you don’t want to believe it .... Consequently consider the possibility and
make provision for it .... Live virtuously on earth and don’t set your heart on
material things which, after all, will be taken from you again .... Don’t consider
the body at the expense of your soul .... First care for your soul then your body
won’t go short either, but don’t let your thoughts move into the wrong direction
and let the soul go short because of the body. For your soul is your true Self,
the Self which is immortal and one day can be blessed if you work for and
accomplish this bliss on earth ....
The happiest hours on earth pass like intoxication, earthly pleasures don’t make
you happy forever, earthly life slips by fast .... but you cannot avoid your fate in
eternity and that will correspond to your life on earth .... Eternal life or spiritual
death .... you alone choose the conditions for yourselves in eternity because it is
up to you what kind of life you live on earth. Evaluate your earthly life correctly
.... so that it leads to the maturity of your soul and is not just used for the
well-being of the body .... because you only stay briefly on this earth yet eternity
is infinitely long ....

Amen

BD 6454 received 19.01.1956

Guests on earth ....
Right custodians ....

Always remember that you are only guests on this earth, that the transient realm
is not your true home, that you are only temporarily here so that you can fully
matured return to your home, which you had voluntarily left some time ago,
but that one day you have to return to where you came from. If you were more
conscious of your task on earth, if you would really only feel like guests on this
earth, you would not attempt to settle down in this world of illusion either.
You would always only remember to return home richly blessed, you would
only want to acquire on earth what you may take across with you and all other
accomplishments would appear useless and worthless to you, and then your
maturity would be guaranteed, you would fulfil the purpose of your earthly life
and need never fear to waste your time .... because as ‘guests’ you would not
want to acquire what you would have to leave behind and thus aspire towards
other things ....
However, as long as you don’t feel as guests but as masters of this earth you fail
to understand your true purpose of earthly life and all you intentions, thoughts
and actions will be wrong, they will not correspond to the goal of improving your
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soul’s maturity. And even if you possess earthly wealth, if you are richly blessed
with earthly goods .... as long as you merely regard yourselves as custodians
you will make correct use of your possessions and by doing so acquire spiritual
wealth too. You should always handle borrowed wealth correctly, that is, you
should not want to be the sole beneficiary but also allow other people to benefit
from it .... Then it will be a blessing to you and you will gain everlasting spiritual
wealth.

As you receive you shall also give .... because the Lord, Who serves His guests
abundantly, wants to give everyone what they need, and He Himself will invite
His guests to share their gifts with anyone who requires them. Therefore you,
too, should remember that every human being has the same right to the things
he needs for living, that every human being is a guest on this earth, just as
you are, and that the Lord does not want that any one of His guests should go
without and that you therefore do His will when you give your fellow human
beings gifts of love .... One day you will have to surrender everything anyway.
Therefore try to dispose of it voluntarily in advance because such an action will
not reap a loss but a double blessing for you which you can only understand
when you leave this earth and find a treasure in the beyond .... when you
understand that with your action on earth you have acquired many people’s
love which will follow you into eternity ....

How blind are those people who accumulate possessions, who enjoy their
earthly possessions and don’t allow anyone to partake in them .... and how
deprived will be their fate after the death of their body. You humans know that
your earthly life is temporary and yet your life shows no preparations for your
real life in the kingdom which truly exists but which can be of rather diverse
quality since it is up to you how you prepare it. If you have given love to other
people on earth you will find much loving assistance there, you will receive as
you yourselves have given and, indeed, you truly will not lose but every gift
you share with a loving heart will bring a thousand-fold return. Just consider
yourselves as guest on this earth and look at everything you own as property
on loan which you may use as you wish .... And accordingly manage these
possessions in the spirit of God Who gave them to you; use them with love ....
and you will experience a blessing which you cannot appreciate as long as you
live on earth .... Then you will return to your true home richly laden and shaped
as you were when you once left ....

Amen
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Who was Bertha Dudde?

Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter of
a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to receive
pronouncements from God through the ‘Inner Word’ on 15. June 1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts after devout prayer.
Understandably this often gave way to doubt and inner conflicts until I was
convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these exquisitely
gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other words, the love
of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them and introduced me
to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my elementary
school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a dictation in a state
of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am told in shorthand, in
order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy. The procedure does not
take place in a state of compulsion, for example in a state of trance or ecstasy,
but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind. However, I have to want it
to happen and then I can receive these dictations voluntarily; they are neither
bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gifts of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God Himself
to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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